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ABSTRACT
Nucleoid-associated proteins are a large family of proteins that are involvedin both structuring and regulating the bacterial genome. Individually theyonly make small changes to DNA but work in tandem to organise the nu-
cleoid into a compact and organised structure. In this thesis I look at three of these
proteins: the DNA-binding proteins, H-NS and StpA, and the integration host factor
(IHF). H-NS and StpA were investigated using tethered-particle motion and optical
tweezers. They form filaments along DNA, and can also bridge DNA. I show that
these filaments are permanently altered by biologically-relevant (piconewton) forces.
Mutants of StpA, with different dimerisation behaviour, demonstrate the importance
of oligomerisation in the force-dependent behaviour of these filaments beyond DNA
binding. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to study IHF, to determine the
angles by which it bends DNA. IHF appears to have two non-specific partial bending
modes as well as the canonical bending mode that requires a consensus sequence.
Additionally, large clusters of DNA were seen, formed by IHF bridging DNA, pro-
viding evidence for IHF in the stabilisation of extracellular DNA in biofilms and a
potential role in nucleoid organisation. Individually these proteins only make small
changes to DNA and so axial optical tweezers were developed to be able to perform
force spectroscopy on DNA that is hundreds of base pairs long. This will allow for
sequence specific behaviour to be investigated, and the isolation of single binding
sites as with AFM.
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INTRODUCTION
Nucleoid-associated proteins are a large family of proteins in bacteria thathave a multitude of functions within a cell, including packaging DNA andregulating the expression of genes. These proteins have a wide variety
of behaviours to perform these functions, and single-molecule biophysics is well
suited to investigate them. In this chapter I describe the bacterial nucleoid, three
nucleoid-associated proteins: H-NS, StpA and IHF, and the physics and structure of
DNA.
1.1 Single-molecule biophysics
The role of physics in understanding biology was suggested by Schrödinger as long
ago as the 1940s. In the decades that followed this came to be realised, creating the
new field of biophysics, helping to not just understand biology (as with the structure
of DNA [1]) but the fundamental physics underpinning life - a system that , unlike
most physical systems, is usually not in thermal equilibrium. In particular the 1970s
saw the introduction of the “molecular machine” [2], which is a prime example of
biology working at the level of a single molecule.
There are numerous techniques to study the behaviour of a single molecule -
often a combination of imaging below the diffraction limit (such as super-resolution
microscopy [3–5] or atomic force microscopy (AFM) [6]), fluorescence methods (such
1
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as single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) [7, 8]) and
force spectroscopy (such as optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers and AFM force spec-
troscopy [9]) among others. These techniques have even been combined allowing for
both spatial and force data to be collected simultaneously [10–12]. The distinguish-
ing feature is the ability to isolate single molecules in space and/or time instead of
taking measurements of an ensemble.
1.1.1 Ensemble vs single measurement
Most biological methods result in ensemble measurements, where the average
behaviour of a system is measured. Molecular biology techniques result in ensemble
measurements as do many biophysical ones such as many fluorescence techniques
(FLIM, FRAP, etc.) as well as nuclear magnetic resonance. Additionally, molecular
biology techniques in particular lose many kinetic details as only the final states
are measured. Although they are widely applicable, and often give results more
readily than single-molecule methods they are not able to measure the distributions
underlying the behaviour, just the average value of many molecules. This can be
problematic as the heterogeneity of the distribution can reveal existing behaviour
that would not be observable in an ensemble, especially as many behaviours happen
rarely. This is particularly true if there is a time-dependence to behaviour. For
example, the walking of myosin along actin filaments can be measured in bulk to
work out the average stroke time or the rate of ATP turnover [13], but a single-
molecule measurement will allow the steps to be observed, whether the myosin is
walking consistently in one direction or not [14]. Other experiments could determine
the mechanism of myosin walking being ‘hand-over-hand’ (each hand alternating in
being at the front) and not the ‘inchworm’ model (where the myosin slides along the
DNA with one hand remaining in front) [15]. Other examples include being able to
observe the multiple states of a DNA hairpin [16] or an ion channel [17]. In some
cases taking an ensemble-average is not a problem as many biological processes are
ergodic, that is the time-average being the same as an ensemble-average, because
over time a single particle will explore the entire parameter space. However, there are
many biological processes which are non-ergodic [18], such as anomalous diffusion
of lipids in a cell membrane [19] or ion channels in a neuron [17], which require
time-sensitive single-molecule techniques, such as single-particle tracking. It is the
change in behaviour of a single molecule in time that is an incredibly important
advantage of single-molecule measurements, especially if the physical, chemical
2
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or biological environment of a single molecule can be altered and its change in
behaviour measured, although one needs to make sure the system is ergodic if the
result is to be related to an ensemble average.
1.1.2 in vivo vs in vitro experiments
Life is incredibly complex, even on the level of a single cell and so many experi-
ments are conducted isolated from the cell (in vitro), as opposed to in the natural
environment of the cell (in vivo). A perfect experiment would be able to monitor the
behaviour of an organism in its natural habitat. However, even a lab environment
is altered from nature. Single-molecule experiments are particularly challenging
in vivo as in addition to the size of the molecules being on the order of nanometres,
there are often tens to thousands of the same molecule present within a cell. In
addition, the cell itself is incredibly densely packed as expressed in Figure 1.1. How-
ever, microscopy methods, in particular super-resolution microscopy, have allowed
single-molecule studies to be conducted on individual cells but even in these cases
the molecules of interest are often modified with a fluorescent label of some kind
(e.g. by attaching a fluorescent dye or protein, or using immunostaining).
The methods used in this thesis are all in vitro methods. These have the advan-
tage of being able to isolate the behaviour of a single protein, not only from others
of the same kind but also from the rest of the biological system. This can make
measurement simpler as it reduces the noise caused by the cellular environment,
or “traffic jams” caused by multiple proteins trying to interact with the same region
of DNA [20]. In addition, it allows for greater control of the experiment, but in this
case the conditions of the cell often have to be replicated (usually, at least the salt
concentration and pH), and in some cases proteins cannot be isolated or molecular
crowding needs to imitated. Isolation from the cell can cause changes in behaviour
or a protein could exhibit behaviour not present in vivo, whether this be due to
over-expression or lack of competition, inhibition or co-operation with other cellular
mechanisms. Because of this it is important not to over-interpret results from in vitro
methods without a solid understanding of in vivo behaviour. In other words, in vitro
results are best used to explain (or predict) observations from in vivo experiments.
They are still incredibly important due to the level of detail they can capture - even
if it is just knowing that a process can occur solely through a protein of interest.
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FIGURE 1.1. Artist’s impression of the interior of an E. coli cell, showing the
flagellar motor and membrane (green). The cytoplasm is full of proteins
(turquoise), ribosomes and tRNA (magenta) while the nucleoid contains
densely packed DNA (yellow) and nucleoid-associated proteins (orange).
These proteins are clearly not in solution as with an in vitro experiment
and small molecules (such as water, salts, glucose and ATP) are also
omitted. The image is approximately to scale with a ribosome having a
diameter of approximately 20 nm. Image source: [21]
1.2 The physics of DNA
DNA is the information store of life, composed of four bases in sequences that
contain genes which encode proteins or non-coding RNA. However, beyond this it
also has a physical structure, which has recently come to be considered alongside the
underlying sequence. This means the mechanical properties of DNA, in particular its
sequence dependence must also be considered. This is particularly true for nucleoid-
associated proteins (see below) as their affinity for DNA often depends on the local
curvature [22], which is affected by the base pair sequence and when bound change
the mechanical properties of DNA.
1.2.1 Polymer physics of DNA
Before looking at sequence-specific effects the bulk properties of DNA must first be
understood. Ignoring the differences between base pairs allows us to use models
from polymer physics to describe DNA.
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(a) Freely-jointed chain schematic
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(b) Worm-like chain schematic
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FIGURE 1.2. Diagrams of the two polymer models most often used to de-
scribe DNA. The freely-jointed chain is a simple discrete model but only
applies at very low forces, while the worm-like chain is a continuous
model that is more widely applicable.
The freely-jointed chain The freely-jointed chain (FJC) is the simplest model
described here. Although it is not as accurate as the worm-like chain it is simpler
mathematically which is useful for for further analysis. It also describes DNA well
under low force conditions (for example with tethered-particle motion, described in
Sec. 2.2.1).
The model is discrete, consisting of rigid rods of fixed length (b), known as the
Kuhn length, described by vectors,~r, that have unrestricted rotation at each length
(see Fig. 1.2(a)). The Kuhn segments are an abstraction and so much larger than an
individual base pair. The exact value depends upon the conditions the polymer is in
but is usually around 300 bp or 100 nm.
The contour (i.e. unfolded) length of the chain is therefore, Lc =Nb, where N is
the number of segments. The end-to-end distance R cannot be calculated directly as
it averages to zero as all the segments are independent. This model is also known as
the random coil (because it is mathematically the same as a random walk). However
we can take the RMS values to get the expected end to end distances.
(1.1) 〈R2〉 = Lcb
Another common term used is the radius of gyration, Rg. Analytically, this is
the RMS displacement of the vectors from their centre of mass, and is used to give
5
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an approximate size of the polymer coil. In general, a random walk the radius of
gyration is related to the end-to-end distance,
(1.2) 〈R2g〉 = 〈R2〉/6
For the freely-jointed chain, we can use Equation 1.1 to get (dropping the ensemble
average notation)
(1.3) Rg(FJC)=
√
Lcb
6
.
The worm-like chain A more accurate model of DNA is the worm-like chain (see
Fig. 1.2(b)). Unlike the freely-jointed chain, this model is continuous and imposes a
constraint on the bending by introducing an energy cost. In other words, the interac-
tions between parts of the polymer restrain the direction of different points along its
length. This correlation is modelled as an exponential decay, with a characteristic
length scale, `p, known as the persistence length, such that going from s to s′ along
the contour gives
(1.4) 〈tˆ(s) · tˆ(s′)〉 = 〈cosθ(s, s′)〉 = e−|s′−s|/`p ,
From this we can then extract the mean squared end-to-end distance by taking
the integral along the contour, ~R = ∫ Lc0 ds tˆ(s), giving
〈R2〉 =
∫ Lc
0
ds
∫ Lc
0
ds′ 〈tˆ(s) · tˆ(s′)〉
Eqn.1.4 =⇒ 〈R2〉 =
∫ Lc
0
ds
∫ Lc
0
ds′e−|s′−s|/`p .
This can be solved [23] to get the following relationship,
〈R2〉 = 2Lc`p
[
1− `p
Lc
(
1−e−Lc/`p
)]
.(1.5)
In the limit Lc À `p this simplifies to 〈R2〉 = 2Lc`p, which comparing to Equa-
tion 1.1 shows that the persistence length is half of a Kuhn length. Additionally, for
Lc ¿ `p, we can expand the exponential to the second order, giving 〈R2〉 = L2c, i.e.
the polymer acts as a stiff rod in this limit. Finally, using Equation 1.2 (in the limit
Lc À `p) we get
(1.6) Rg(WLC)=
√
Lc`p
3
.
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When stretching the worm-like chain the number of states accessible decreases,
leading to an entropic force that acts to keep the polymer relaxed. This can be
described by,
(1.7) E =Eelastic+Eexternal =
∫ Lc
0
ds
(
A
2
kBTκ2−F cosθ
)
,
where κ = ∂~r/∂s is the curvature and F is the external force applied. This can be
solved to give an approximate formula [24],
(1.8) F(x)= kBT
`p
[
1
4
(
1− x
Lc
)−2
− 1
4
+ x
Lc
]
.
1.2.2 Excluded-volume interactions
The polymer models above treat the polymer as infinitely thin. However, real poly-
mers such as DNA have monomer units which, even if chemical interactions are not
considered have a finite volume, leading to steric hindrance for some conformations.
This can be characterised by using “self-avoiding” models. These are usually studied
using Monté Carlo simulations where the polymer is modelled by a collection of
spheres (containing a region of the polymer) which cannot overlap. However, for most
experimental cases the original WLC is enough and is used as it has an analytical
form. These excluded-volume models are more important in cases where the polymer
is more likely to be compacted.
1.2.3 Failings of models
The ideal worm-like chain rarely applies to DNA or other biofilaments [25]. At
long length scales the excluded-volume interaction energy becomes larger than the
thermal energy, although this applies less for stiffer chains. Even a common DNA
sequence of study, the phage-λ genome, which is 48,502 base pairs long does not fully
display ideal worm-like chain behaviour [26]. At short distance scales (especially
below 7 nm) the exact sequence becomes a lot more important, and interactions
between base pairs may have stronger effects such that the WLC fails.
The observed persistence length of DNA is a combination of both the dynamic
persistence length, due to sequence-averaged thermal fluctuations, as well as the
static persistence length, due to the non-uniform nature of the DNA monomers
which can cause local bending [27]. This static persistence length is estimated to
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be around ∼130 nm, though of course this depends on sequence. As this is longer
than the observed persistence length it shows how on a local level DNA can be more
flexible than otherwise expected.
Not all differences in measured persistence length are due to sequence. The
persistence length of DNA actually decreases with shorter contour lengths. This is
because the equation used to analyse the worm-like chain (Eqn 1.8) assumes that
Lc/`p →∞, but in single-molecule experiments the range of Lc/`p is usually in the
range of 6 - 20. The shortening of persistence length (`p) was modelled to be
(1.9) `WLCp =
`∞p
1+a`∞p /Lc
,
where Lc is the contour length, `∞p = 51.51 nm, and a= 2.78 [28]. This result matches
an expansion of the WLC known as the finite worm-like chain [28]. This is important
to note when comparing results from different lengths of DNA - irrespective of
sequence.
Throughout the descriptions thus far the models have treated DNA as an entropic
spring, thereby ignoring enthalpic contributions. However, enthalpic contributions
do play a role. For example, DNA is negatively charged and so will lead to some
electrostatic repulsion. This becomes more important as the DNA is extended to its
full contour length. An entropic spring would not be able to stretch further but we
know that DNA can be “over-stretched” beyond this point due to changes in the DNA
conformation, an enthalpic effect, and so the force-extension behaviour must take
this into account at longer extensions [29].
Despite these shortcomings, the worm-like chain remains a useful model to
analyse DNA, especially at low forces, and has been shown to apply even on scales as
short as 7 nm (or two helical turns) [30], although as shown above it is more flexible
at short length scales [31].
1.2.4 Levels of DNA structure
Although the polymer models described in Sec. 1.2.1 are incredibly useful in describ-
ing DNA (or analogously to RNA) they do not take into account both the base pair
sequence and the shape of the double helix. The complex and diverse sequences and
topology are split into four levels of structure as shown in Figure 1.3.
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FIGURE 1.3. The first three levels of nucleic acid structure. Red corresponds
to DNA and the others are additional forms of RNA. Image source: [32]
The monomer units of DNA are not uniform despite having a similar chemical
composition. They consist of four bases: thymine (T)1, adenine (A), guanine (G)
and cytosine (C). These encode the genetic information and form pairs along the
DNA-duplex, with adenine forming a base pair with thymine and guanine with
cytosine. These base pairs stack along the DNA and, due to their different shapes
and bonding (AT-pairs have 2 hydrogen bonds, while GC-pairs have 3 bonds), cause
deformations along the DNA - for example AT-pairs and GC-pairs cause different
minor grooves in the double helix. Larger sequences of these base pairs, such as
extended pairs of AT, known as AT-tracts, change the local structure of the DNA.
This allows for recognition or altered interaction with proteins for example. In other
words the base pair sequence encodes not just genetic information but also structural
information on the DNA itself, which may alter its expression.
Primary structure is the sequence of nucleotides that make up the DNA, de-
scribed as going from the 5′ to the 3′ end of the nucleic acid backbone. It is often
1RNA has uracil (U) in place of thymine (T), but this still pairs with adenine (A).
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listed as the sequence of base pairs and any phosphorylation.
Secondary structure is the arrangement of the two strands forming double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA). For DNA this is just the double helix, though RNA has
other structures.
Tertiary structure is the detailed arrangement of the atoms in space. The hand-
edness, length of helical turn, the number of base pairs within it and the difference
between the major and minor grooves of the double helix are described on this level.
The canonical form for DNA is B-DNA, though A-DNA and Z-DNA are also found in
nature, the structures of which can be seen in Figure 1.3.
Quaternary structure is the high-level organisation of DNA with other proteins
within a cell, i.e. into chromatin. However, prokaryotes do not compartmentalise DNA
in the same manner as eukaryotes and the organisation of DNA is less understood,
though it involves supercoiling to give rise to some topological domains as well as
nucleoid-associated proteins which help to package the DNA so that it fits within a
cell.
1.3 The bacterial nucleoid
Bacteria, unlike eukaryotes, do not compartmentalise their DNA within a cell nu-
cleus. Instead the chromosomal DNA is within the cytoplasm of the cell (Figure 1.1).
This DNA is also circular, which gives extra constraints, causing some compaction.
However, even with this the DNA is too large to fit within the typical dimensions of
a bacteria. For example, E. coli has a volume of approximately 1 µm3, but with a
genome of approximately 5 Mbp, which would have an Rg ∼ 5 µm in free solution.
Therefore, it is clear that there is further compaction beyond this. Some of this
involves excluded-volume effect, and supercoiling as the DNA is circular. However, a
large part of it is from nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs), which together with the
DNA form the bacterial nucleoid (see Fig. 1.4).
The nucleoid is not the only source of DNA within the cell. Plasmids are another
form of shorter circular DNA that can have multiple copies within a cell. These
are passed not only to daughter cells, but also to other cells in a process known as
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) (though HGT is not limited to plasmids). This allows
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FIGURE 1.4. An example of the importance of NAPs to DNA compaction.
A circular E. coli genome laid flat would have a radius of 240 µm, but
a random coil leads to a radius of a sphere of approximately 11 µm.
However, An E. coli cell has a volume of around 1 µm3 and the genome
is only able to fit due to the compaction by NAPs. Image source:[33].
bacteria to share DNA and genes with each other, leading to horizontal evolution.
The same proteins that are involved in the bacterial nucleoid also deal with plasmids
and other foreign DNA, especially H-NS (see Sec. 1.4.1).
1.3.1 Forces in the cell
Due to molecular crowding, confinement and DNA-protein interactions the DNA
chromosome within a cell is under force at all the time. Electrostatic and hydration
forces exist globally while proteins apply forces to the specific parts of the DNA to
which they are bound [34]. The DNA backbone is negatively charged, which leads to
repulsive forces (which have a Debye length, λD ∼ 1 nm [35]), and this is mediated by
water and salts in the cell. However, the exact mechanisms underlying this are not
well understood, due to the complexity and variety of cellular environments. Proteins
further complicate this as they have different charges and alter the shape of DNA.
For example, DNA origami experiments suggest nucleosomes (with DNA wrapped in
a superhelix around a protein core) have a long range (∼ 6 nm) interaction, although
this is relatively weak [36].
Proteins can exert far larger forces on DNA than the background interactions.
For example, higher forces include those induced by the protein complex that packs
11
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DNA into a bacteriophage capsid, with loading forces in the range of tens of piconew-
tons [37]. RNAP, with a loading force of around 25 nm [38] is another protein that
applies particularly high forces. Proteins that translocate along DNA, unwind it
for transcription or replication etc. and typically apply lower forces, such as myosin
walking along actin in step-wise movements of approximately 11 nm exerting of
3-4 pN of force [39], typical of molecular motors on DNA [40]. In other words DNA-
protein interactions are force-dependent, and so methods than can probe this are
useful and may provide information that is otherwise unavailable.
1.3.2 Circular DNA
Most prokaryotes have circular DNA (unlike most eukaryotes, that have linear DNA).
This adds further constraints to the DNA as it is now torsionally constrained, which
can make the unwinding of the double-helix for transcription difficult compared to
a linear strand. However, a circular chromosome has two advantages over a linear
chromosome. Firstly, the chromosome is more resilient to incomplete duplication
as transcription fails at the ends of linear strands, although this can be somewhat
countered by telomeres. Secondly, to counter the strain imposed, the DNA normally
forms a higher-order helical structure known as a superhelix. This is known as
supercoiling and this alone compacts DNA compared to a relaxed piece of circular
DNA. Within bacteria it is thought that this supercoiling might give rise to distinct
regions within the bacterial nucleoid. In E. coli these are around 10 kbp long
and negatively supercoiled. These structures are stabilised by nucleoid-associated
proteins (NAPs).
1.4 Nucleoid-associated proteins
Unlike eukaryotes, bacteria do not have compartmentalised cells. One consequence
of this is a lack of a cell nucleus and so the DNA is instead located within an irregular
region roughly in the centre of the cell, known as the nucleoid. The packaging of
DNA is aided by nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs). These vary in abundance but
the most abundant include: H-NS, HU, IHF and FIS. However, unlike the analogous
histones of eukaryotes these are not as well preserved across species and are also
multi-functional - also being involved in gene regulation and xenogeneic silencing
for example. Individually, these proteins are also not vital to cell function [41, 42],
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Figure 1.5: (A) The red circles are nucleoid-associated protein (NAP) genes, while the
green circles are other genes which H-NS interacts with (those underlined exhibit
strong H-NS binding sites). (B) Potential interactions between NAPs. The arrows
indicate the direction of the interaction but not whether the protein binding to the
promoter sites causes positive or negative regulation. Image source: [51].
perhaps due to the sheer variety of them and the complex network they form (see
Fig. 1.5). There are also suggestions that they are not necessary for compaction, but
to allow other proteins to access the densely packed nucleoid [43]. Although cells have
lower fitness when a NAP is removed they recover due to other proteins being able
to compensate and over generations due to mutations in paralogues. Although they
are often studied separately it is important to note that they often form complexes
together which will likely have effects in vivo related to gene expression [44–50].
1.4.1 DNA-binding protein H-NS
DNA-binding protein H-NS is perhaps the prime example of the complexity of
nucleoid-associated proteins. It is one of the most abundant proteins in bacteria, with
13
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FIGURE 1.6. Structure of H-NS. (A) H-NS has two dimerisation domains, a
‘head’ domain and a ‘tail’ domain which can bind to each other as well
as (B) a DNA-binding domain that binds to the minor groove. (C) The
two dimeraisation domains allow H-NS to form oligomers, creating a
filament along the DNA as well as structures which can bridge DNA
with a (D) tail-tail or (E) head-head dimer. Image source: [54]
.
approximately 20,000 copies in a typical E. coli cell [52] and though it is not essential
to survival the fitness of a cell is greatly reduced without it until the bacteria evolves
to replace it [42]. It was originally known as Heat-stable nucleoid-structuring protein
(compared to HU, the heat-unstable nucleoid-structuring protein) [53], and also
Histone-like nucleoid structuring protein, before its multifaceted role was fully
elucidated, thus the protein is now preferably known solely by its acronym H-NS.
While H-NS is involved in DNA compaction [52] - forming looped domains within
the chromosome [55, 56] - it is also vitally important in a wide range of gene
regulatory networks and perhaps more importantly acts as part of the bacterial
“immune system”, through a mechanism known as “xenogeneic silencing” [57, 58].
H-NS is a global regulator and binds to almost any strand of DNA [53], thereby
preventing other proteins from binding, such that transcription cannot occur [59]
and “silencing” the gene [60]. The use of H-NS in compaction perhaps also lends
support to it being a global regulator, although binding alone is not enough to prevent
transcription [61]. Despite it’s role in compaction cells can grow without the protein,
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albeit more slowly [62].
H-NS binds to most DNA (one dimer per 15-20 bp [63]) but it has a preference
for AT-rich DNA or regions [64]. This preference is thought to occur due to an
“AT-hook” motif, leading to the DNA-binding region of H-NS fitting better into the
minor groove of AT-rich DNA [65] (see Fig. 1.6B). However, this difference is not
observable over the genome as a whole (otherwise it would not be able to compact
the chromosome) and the overall binding is weak (KD = 2.8 µM [66]). The structure
commonly suggested for this compaction is that of Arold et al. [67] who obtained a
crystal structure, showing a long filament of H-NS wrapped around DNA forming an
super-helical structure, though this is still much larger than a histone. However, this
is not the only binding mode of H-NS as it is also possible for it to not oligomerise, but
also form bridges between two pieces or distal regions of DNA [56]. It has also been
shown that DNA-binding alone is not always enough for gene regulation showing
the importance of these higher order structures [61].
Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is the primary process by which bacteria gain
their incredible genetic diversity, allowing for a rapid gene acquisition [62]. The
increased binding of H-NS to AT-rich DNA suggests that it forms part of the defence
system of bacteria against horizontally-acquired or “foreign” DNA through “gene
silencing”. Non-genomic DNA, in general, has a higher AT-content compared to
that of the bacterial genome [68–70] and this may be why enterobacterial DNA has
unusually high AT-content, due to H-NS regulated genes that have been horizontally-
acquired [57]. Silencing of genes by H-NS is what distinguishes it from other NAPs,
especially as it weakens in response to osmotic or temperature stress [63].
Horizontally-acquired (or xenogeneic) DNA enters the bacterium and is bound by
H-NS [58], silencing it. In other words H-NS prevents RNA polymerase (RNAP) from
transcribing the DNA [64], although it is not known whether this is through pre-
venting transcription activation or elongation [71]. This is particularly important as
AT-rich DNA sequesters RNAP, thereby decreasing global gene expression [72]. The
horizontally-acquired DNA may then be activated as over evolutionary timescales
random mutations can allow another protein [73] or a strand of RNA [74] to bind to
or modify the complex around the horizontally-acquired tract, effectively acting as
anti-silencing agents. H-NS can then be removed by RNAP, although it may slow
transcription [75]. Temperature can also play a role in modifying the filament by
widening it allowing RNAP or another protein to bind [76], allowing for a tempera-
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ture stress response. Essentially, a DNA-binding protein can modulate silencing, or
a partial paralogue such as Hha [77, 78] or modulating protein YmoA [48, 78, 79]
that lack the DNA-binding region, possibly altering the oligomerisation by binding
to N-terminal regions [80]. This alteration can occur either through having non-
DNA-binding regions or by binding to the H-NS itself [81]. In many cases, silencing
cannot occur without a co-regulatory protein such as Hha [80, 82], which can undergo
conformational changes in response to increasing temperature, which modulates
its interaction with H-NS [46]. In total around 5% of genomic DNA is silenced by
H-NS [83].
If a silenced gene is activated and beneficial to the bacterium then it will have
increased fitness and become a larger proportion of the population. If it is not, then
the bacteria will likely die, or it’s daughter cells be out-competed. The prerequisite
that mutations occur for this process to happen, facilitated by H-NS, suggests that
these regions should have more sequence diversity, which has been shown to be
the case [62]. Once incorporated into the genome H-NS then becomes vital for
maintaining these genes, as its removal means the gene becomes unregulated [64]
and so will be lost (e.g. the Salmonella pathogenicity islands are lost in ∆hns mutants
of S. typhimurium [42]. H-NS is therefore vital for HGT as it is involved in both
obtaining and keeping horizontally-acquired DNA [64]. Although the exact reason
for the often deleterious nature of these horizontally-acquired genes is unclear, as
mentioned above AT-rich genes containing multiple intragenic promoter regions that
RNAP can bind to, lowering global non-xenogeneic transcription [75].
Although over large regions of DNA H-NS displays little-to-no sequence speci-
ficity there have been extremely short sequences (<400 bp) that show high binding
affinity (KD = 60 nM [84]), related to the AT content [57, 42]. However, even for these
short regions the binding constant is increased only by a factor of 100 [85], perhaps
due to being too short for H-NS to oligomerise [86], as the degree of oligomerisation
depends upon the curvature, which requires longer DNA [87]. The lack of the need
for oligomerisation for binding has been shown by observing the strong binding
of just the C-terminal domain of H-NS (i.e. the DNA-binding region) to certain
promoters [86]. This is perhaps unsurprising considering its wide role in gene regu-
lation as well as DNA compaction. It is thought that the difference in binding was
primarily due to the local curvature of DNA [88], as AT- and GC- base pairs affect
curvature differently (as does the specific sequence) [89, 90]. However, by looking at
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genes known the be regulated by H-NS (see Fig. -1.5), Lang et al [51] determined
a consensus sequence - tCG(t/a)T(a/t)AATT - and proposed a model where H-NS
nucleates at this sites, then oligomerises from these sites, before condensing.
To explain the two binding behaviours of H-NS to DNA the structure must first be
understood. Figure 1.6A shows the dimerisation domains of H-NS. The N-terminus
of the protein (‘aa 1’) contains an oligomerisation domain - the ‘head’, which is
thought to be the main dimer-forming region (H-NS is usually a homodimer), there
is then a central dimerisation domain (commonly thought to oligomerise), the ‘tail’,
around aa 83) and finally. at the C-terminus, the DNA-binding region [91] (Fig 1.6B).
Figure 1.6C shows a cartoon of a filament along a single DNA duplex, where the
oligomer forms via alternating head-to-head and tail-to-tail interactions. There are
also suggestions that filaments could also join two duplexes in a filament by the
each binding site of the dimer joining to a different strand [76]
Figures 1.6D and 1.6E show two examples of bridging, via a tail-tail dimer and a
head-head dimer respectively. Both of these functions must have biological signifi-
cance. Filaments are seen in vivo due to the repression of H-NS bound regions of
DNA, while bridging is also seen in vivo due to the formation of looped domains [22].
In vitro single-molecule experiments have shown that the modes can depend upon
divalent salt concentration [92, 93]. The divalent salt concentration acts to shield
the negative DNA charge, as do some helper proteins. such as Hha in a trimeric
complex [94], allowing for functional modification in vivo [49, 53]. It has also been
shown that the application of force to an H-NS/DNA filament in the presence of Hha
or Mg2+ can cause compaction of DNA [44].
1.4.2 DNA-binding protein StpA
StpA is a protein that is a paralogue of H-NS. It is 58% homologous to H-NS [96],
performs similarly [97] - especially when over-expressed, and is often involved in
regulatory pathways with H-NS [98, 99]. This is possibly by interacting with H-NS
oligomers [96, 100], especially for S. typhimurium [101]. However, StpA is not as
predominant in the cell and does not oligomerise in the same way but does form
rigid filaments [95].
One example of the interaction of StpA with H-NS is that, in combination with
Hha it appears to promote the bridging behaviour of H-NS - helping to further
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FIGURE 1.7. Comparison of speculative StpA and H-NS binding modes.
H-NS can only bridge DNA at higher divalent salt concentration and
even then, only along longer filaments, whereas StpA is more likely to
bridge, and with more flexible DNA at higher salt concentrations can
even form loops. Image source: [95].
compact DNA [102], but more importantly prevent transcription by RNAP. StpA
homodimers are more thermally stable than H-NS homodimers but StpA/H-NS
hetero-oligomers appear to be more stable than either of these filaments individu-
ally [100].
StpA seems to be heavily involved in RNA processes within the cell, as an
RNA chaperone [103]. This includes modifying RNA stability [104], promoting RNA
assembly [105], altering its splicing and annealing behaviour in vitro [105]. It
appears to cause strand displacement and this loosening of structure causes RNA to
fold [106]. However, despite this, StpA only binds weakly to RNA, mainly through
electrostatic interactions and has a preference for disordered RNA [106].
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FIGURE 1.8. Locations of point mutations in StpA from ∆hns mutants
of S. typhimurium. The pink positions are those that restored fitness,
corresponding to the dimerisation domains. Image source: Ali et al. [42]
StpA binds to DNA with an approximately four times greater affinity than H-NS,
with a dissociation constant, KD = 0.7 µM [66, 107]. It has long been known that
it can partially replace H-NS, for example as a “molecular adaptor” for truncated
H-NS without a DNA-binding domain [108] or by upregulation when H-NS is re-
pressed [109]. However, StpA is present at tenfold less of the amount of H-NS when
hns is removed from the genome [107].
The binding behaviour of StpA on longer strands of DNA has also observed to be
different from H-NS [95] as shown in Figure 1.7. StpA is less likely to oligomerise
than H-NS and so competes with bridging behaviour, where each binding site of a
dimer binds to different parts of DNA (or different strands completely). At higher salt
concentrations StpA appears more capable of interacting with other StpA proteins
and so it is suggested that it causes compaction of coated DNA rather than direct
bridging.
1.4.3 StpA mutants from evolution of S. typhimurium
Sonnenfield et al. [107] showed that in ∆hns mutants StpA is up-regulated. Ali et
al. took this further by making ∆hns mutants of S. typhimurium and letting them
evolve for 300 generations. Point mutations were observed in the StpA that appeared
to restore the bacteria’s evolutionary fitness [42]. Figure 1.8 shows the location of
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this point mutations. Those that restored fitness were almost all located in the two
dimerisation domains of StpA. As StpA is known to not oligomerise as well as H-NS,
it is possible that these restore some of the ability to form filaments upon DNA.
This is further suggested by the mobility assays shown in Figure 1.9. Note that the
DNA in these gels are short enough that the difference in AT and GC binding can be
observed. The behaviour of H-NS and wild-type (WT) StpA are shown in the top two
gels. H-NS displays co-operative like behaviour while StpA (WT) shows a gradual
increase in binding as the concentration is increased. StpA (T37I) has a mutation
away from either binding sites (see Figure 1.8) and so behaves like StpA (WT). StpA
(A77D) is on the central dimerisation domain, and is thought to lead to a structural
change similar to H-NS, as it moves similarly to H-NS on a gel-shift assay. StpA
(M4T) has a mutation on the N-terminal dimerisation domain, where StpA usually
forms dimers so only has an intermediary effect - with both StpA WT and H-NS
behaviour present. These experiments show that even though hns is not vital for
cell survival this may be because of partial homologues that can rapidly evolve to
replicate its functions.
1.4.4 Integration host factor (IHF)
Integration host factor (IHF) is named as such because it was initially discovered
aiding in the integration of the the phage-λ. Unlike H-NS and StpA, IHF can bind
specifically to certain sequences and so does not form filaments readily, instead caus-
ing “kinks” in the DNA - large bends not possible without the presence of a bending
protein. These bends have been shown by crystal structure to be at least 160° [110],
and very similar to that of another NAP, HU. The consensus sequence, which is
bound with nanomolar affinity (KD = 5−56 nM [111]) , is (A/T)ATCAANNNNTT(A/G)
(where N is any nucleotide) [112]. However, it can also bind non-specifically with
micromolar affinity. IHF is formed of two similar subunits, IHFα and IHFβ. IHFα
binds to DNA more tightly that IHFβ. The region 5’-(A/T)ATCAA-3’ is bound by
IHFα, while two residues, R42 and R46 in IHFβ bind to the minor groove at the end
of the consensus sequence, 5’-TT(A/G)-3’. As can be seen, IHF shows a preference for
AT-tracts as with many other NAPs.
There are only a few hundred binding sites for IHF in the in the E. coli genome
and the amount of IHF in the cell vastly greater than required for this (around
55,000 in the stationary phase [114]). Therefore, it is likely that IHF also binds
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StpA-like behaviour
H-NS-like behaviour
FIGURE 1.9. Electrophoresis gels of DNA/StpA mutant complexes. On DNA
200-300 bp long the difference between binding to AT-rich/GC-rich DNA
for H-NS and StpA can be clearly seen. On the AT-rich DNA H-NS
binds strongly, and with almost a step change suggesting cooperative
behaviour (i.e. filament formation). However, StpA(WT) does not show
this behaviour or any GC-rich binding. The three mutants below show
increasingly H-NS-like behaviour, from T37I which appears WT-like,
M4T which is mixed and A77D which appears almost identical to H-NS.
Image source: Ali et al. [42]
non-specifically in the cell and therefore may also have a role in DNA compaction,
possibly by modifying polyamine behaviour [115] or even alone [116]. In the cell this
may be in conjunction with another (40% homologous) DNA-binding protein, HU,
which generates similar bends and binds non-specifically. The specific binding sites
however, show how IHF is vital to certain genes, for example it is involved in setting
up transcription complexes that start the replication of the genome [117, 118].
It is also involved in the CRISPR-Cas system, by bending DNA allowing for a
secondary binding site on the Cas complex, thereby also aiding in the bacterial
immune response [119]. At high concentrations in vitro IHF can also bind non-
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FIGURE 1.10. The crystal structure obtained for IHF shows a sharp bend (a),
including a 10-15° bend out of the plane (b). The sequence and secondary
structure of the two subunits (c) shows the two ‘arms’ that bind to DNA
as strands 2 and 3. Finally, the crystal packing (d) exhibits bending
angles in excess of 180°, although this level of packing is unlikely in a
cell. Image source: [113].
specifically, and even bridge DNA, possibly due to their being so much IHF that
only one part of IHF can bind to DNA, and not wrap the DNA around it [120].
Additionally, clusters of IHF may help to organise the chromosome [121].
IHF has also been shown to be essential in the formation of some biofilms [122].
A biofilm is a large collection of microorganisms that stick together forming a
colony (one common example being dental plaque). This behaviour is activated
by quorum sensing, and bacteria in a biofilm behave differently to a less dense
environment - becoming more resistant to antibiotics and generally more resilient to
environmental conditions [123–125]. The stability of biofilms are dependent upon
DNA [126, 127], while Burkholderia cenocepacia biofilms were also found to be
dependent on extracellular DNA that was bound by IHF [122]. Removal of IHF from
the biofilm led to its disruption, suggesting that IHF was stabilising the biofilm in a
non-specific manner.
Recent experiments by Connolly et al. [128] have also shown that the binding of
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FIGURE 1.11. Fluorescence-lifetime FRET measurements show the intro-
duction of multiple binding modes, where the DNA is partially bent
through attachment to one arm of the IHF subunit (with each being
of slightly different energy) and the more stable conformation of fully-
bound IHF. Image source: [128].
IHF is more complicated than the single sharp (>160°) bend. Fluorescence-lifetime
FRET showed that IHF actually has multiple binding modes, including one that is
proposed to be partially bent in addition to the “U-turn” described above. As can be
seen in Figure 1.11 these modes exist in equilibrium and they suggest that this is
to allow some flexibility in IHF complexes may provide a functional role, such as
aiding the assembly of the phage-λ integration complex. Although two states can be
seen in their model they propose the partially bent DNA could be the DNA attached
to either of the ‘arms’ with slightly different free energies. The multiplicity of these
binding modes will be investigated in Chapter 4.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
In this chapter I describe the theory behind the single-molecule techniquesused in this thesis: tethered-particle motion (TPM), optical tweezers (OT) andatomic force microscopy (AFM), used to determine the polymer properties of
DNA and complexes of DNA with nucleoid-associated proteins.
2.1 Surface-tethered assays
The tethered-particle motion and optical tweezers experiments in this thesis use
tethers that are surface-attached. Although in general they are less accurate than
experiments decoupled from a surface they can still achieve base pair resolution if
required [129]. To be able to perform single-molecule experiments with an optical
microscope on DNA, the DNA must first be attached to another object (either the
coverslip surface or bead) to be able to hold it in place (although microfluidics are
providing ways to overcome this [130, 131]).
2.1.1 Polymerase chain reaction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a molecular biology technique to make large
quantities of DNA (see Figure 2.1). An initial piece of DNA, the “template” is needed,
and “primers” are then designed. These are ∼20 bp pieces of single-stranded DNA
that are complementary to each side of the region of the template that is to be
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FIGURE 2.1. Schematic drawing of a polymerase chain reaction. The tem-
plate DNA (green) is denatured at high temperature. Primers (red) then
bind (“anneal") to the separate strands and DNA polymerase can then
make a copy of each strand using nucleotides (blue) in solution. This
process continues repeatedly, exponentially increasing the amount of
DNA. Image source: [132]
amplified, and so can lead to the duplication of either some or all of the template
DNA. The primers must be designed to have approximately the same melting
temperature so that they anneal to the template at the same point during the
thermocycle (see below). They must also not self-anneal or anneal to each other. The
primers and DNA template are then added, with DNA polymerase and nucleotides
(dNTPs, e.g. deoxyadenosine triphosphate (dATP), which is used to make adenine) to
a reaction mix. This reaction mix includes a buffer designed for the DNA polymerase,
including Mg2+ that acts a catalyst, and additives such as DMSO (which reduces
DNA secondary structure). The reaction mix is then cycled through a denaturation
step (which separates the template/replicated strands at 95°C). The temperature is
then lowered to one that depends on the primers and DNA polymerase (DNAp) being
used, to allow the primers to anneal to the template DNA, and DNAp to bind. The
temperature is then increased slightly to allow for the DNA polymerase to transcribe
the DNA, creating a copy. By repeating this process many times an exponential
growth in the desired DNA region is obtained.
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TABLE 2.1. Overlap primers for DNA functionalisation
Lam-Bio-F 5′-Biotin-ACCTGATATTGAGTGGCCT - 3′
Lam-Dig-R 5′-Digoxigenin-TCATTCAACACCCGCACTA - 3′
2.1.2 Experimental method
First, the DNA being analysed needs to be functionalised to be able to bond to
the microspheres and the glass surface. Rotationally-free bonds are desired (so
torsion is not introduced into the system) and the bonds must be stable over long
timescales. The biotin-streptavidin bond was first chosen as it is one of the strongest
non-covalent bonds [133, 134] and streptavidin-coated microspheres are readily
available (Polysciences). For the other bond the antibody anti-digoxigenin (Roche)
was chosen as it was found to stick well to the glass coverslip.
To be able to bind to streptavidin and anti-digoxigenin the DNA must first be
functionalised to contain biotin and digoxigenin at each end respectively. This was
done using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Sec. 2.1.1), first with a set of primers
that added overhangs and then again with primers that can now be used for any
DNA with the overhang added (Table 2.1). The second set of primers contained
biotin and digoxigenin at the 5‘ end, so the molecules would be at each end of the
DNA strand. As the DNA was relatively long for PCR (4-5 kbp) LongAmp Taq (New
England Biolabs) was used. For the protocol see Section 3.2.
2.2 Tethered particle motion (TPM)
Many single-molecule techniques that are capable of observing a single strand
of DNA apply force to the molecule of interest, or fix it in some way. Tethered-
particle motion (TPM) is an alternative approach that provides a relatively small
disturbance [135, 136] allowing for the the relaxed behaviour of a polymer to be
observed. A polymer is attached to an immobile surface at one end while the other
end is attached to a microsphere (the “tethered particle”) as an optical marker,
which can be tracked with nanometre (sub-pixel) precision [137]. The main force
applied is therefore only an entropic force [138]. However, this can be reduced by
decreasing the size of the microsphere (for example using gold nanoparticles [139])
or even further reduced by using a fluorophore instead of a microsphere as an optical
marker [140, 141].
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2.2.1 Tethered-particle motion theory
Tethered-particle motion (TPM) experiments determine the end-to-end distance
of a polymer and by measuring this over time the distribution can be matched to
its polymer properties, such as the length of the contour or its persistence length.
The polymer and bead motion is confined to a hemisphere (Fig. 2.2) due to the
surface providing a hard barrier. Note that the actual range of motion is less than
a hemisphere as the bead has a non-zero volume. The bead creates a volume-
exclusion force, which can be calculated. Note that this assumes freely-rotating
tether points, that are at equilibrium - though TPM can also be used for dynamic
experiments [142, 44].
The larger the bead is compared to the size of the polymer the larger an effect
it will have. Segall et al. [138] define the “excursion number", NR to define two
possible forms of motion in a TPM experiment. For a bead of radius, R, and polymer
of contour length, Lc, and persistence length, `p,
(2.1) NR ≡ R√
Lc`p/3
.
If NR < 1 then the polymer length scales are larger and the motion is dominated
by the molecule. However, if NR > 1, then the bead is larger and will constrain the
motion. This is based upon a model which takes into account the interactions of the
polymer with itself and the surface, the interaction of the polymer with the bead
(which are negligible) and finally the bead with the surface. At the length scales
of a TPM experiment (on the order of 100-10,000 nanometres), this can be reduced
to treating the bead as interacting with a hard surface, and ignoring bead-polymer
interactions.
Although TPM provides minimal disturbance it is not strictly force-free. There is
an entropic force caused by the excluded volume - the region below the surface. This
volume is in fact increased by the bead size as mentioned above. Taking this into
account Segall et al. [138] derive the following equations for the bead motion that
allow the persistence length to be calculated if the contour length is known (or vice
versa) [143]. Measuring the bead position over time allows the expected radius of
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bead motion (rz, r⊥) to be calculated, from which we can then determine `p,
〈r2z〉
Lc`p/3
= 2+ 4NRp
pierf(NR)
+N2R ,(2.2)
〈r2⊥〉
Lc`p/3
= 2+ 4NRp
pierf(NR)
.(2.3)
The force felt by a polymer is then,
(2.4) 〈Feffective〉 =
kBTp
pi
√
Lc`p/3
(
1− e−N2R
erf(NR)
)
.
For a DNA molecule with `p = 50 nm and Lc = 15000 nm, monitored by a
bead of radius R = 500 nm, we have NR = 1. This then gives an effective force,
Feffective ∼ 3.48 fN, which is negligible compared to the 0.1-10 pN for most biological
forces.
2.2.2 Similar techniques
There are many other techniques that utilise large numbers of DNA tethered at one
end. The main advantage of techniques such as TPM and those described below is
the large amount of data that can be collected simultaneously, though they do apply
force to the DNA tether so cannot be used to investigate relaxed systems.
A methodology known as “DNA curtains” allows for large amounts of DNA
to be extended and protein interactions observed. First a lipid bilayer with some
chemical modifications for tethering are deposited on a surface. The surface has a
“nanobarrier" which prevents lipids from crossing. Therefore, when DNA attaches
to a lipid it cannot cross this barrier. Flow is then introduced which creates a
hydrodynamic force that both pushes the DNA against the barrier and extends it
linearly in the direction of the flow. This then creates a large number of parallel DNA
polymers which can then be imaged (with fluorescence microscopy) and proteins can
also be introduced. This technique can be improved by adding an anchor downstream
of the nanobarrier that the free DNA end can attach to, allowing for a fully extended
tether without fluid flow.
Another technique uses a centrifuge to apply force to the DNA tethers. This
“centrifuge force microscopy" allows for large forces to be applied to a large number
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R + rbead
FIGURE 2.2. Schematic of a tethered particle motion experiment. A polymer
(DNA) is immobilised to a surface. The free end is then attached to an
optical marker (usually a microsphere) that can then be monitored to
show the motion of the polymer. Many particles can be seen within a
field-of-view (bottom) and each is constrained within a hemispherical
region (top right) which does lead to a small entropic exclusion force.
By tracking the bead over time the tether point can be determined
and therefore the position of the bead (typically with diameters of 100-
1000nm) relative to it, giving the end-to-end distance (top left). This
is related to the conformations available to the polymer and can be
used to calculate the properties of the polymer under nearly force-free
conditions.
of DNA tethers. This was first demonstrated by Halverson et al who determined the
rate of unbinding of the antidigoxigenen-digoxigenen interaction, well beyond the
force levels available to optical trapping (described below) [144]. Yang et al. extended
this by allowing for finer control of force and demonstrated this by measuring the
force required unzip an artificial DNA loop [145].
2.3 Optical trapping
Optical trapping of micron-sized particles was developed by Ashkin, first by using
two beams and overcoming the thermal noise [146], before developing the single-
beam gradient force optical trap known as optical tweezers [147]. Optical tweezers
are an incredibly accurate technique, capable of accurately applying piconewton-level
forces to a polymer such as DNA.
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FIGURE 2.3. Forces of an optical trap. Optical trapping is a balance of
the scattering force (radiation pressure due to a Gaussian beam) and
the gradient force. As can be seen from the green (solid) curve, the
equilibrium point is below the focus.
2.3.1 Optical trapping theory
Two optical forces combine to generate an optical trap. These are the scattering force,
due to radiation pressure, and a gradient force - due to the change in light intensity
at the trap focus. These two forces balance to give an equilibrium position slightly
above the trap focus as shown in Figure 2.3. A stronger trap can be generated by
increasing the gradient force compared to the scattering force. This is accomplished
when the beam is tightly focused by using an objective with a high numerical
aperture. Near the trap centre the force scales linearly with distance, in other words
it is a Hookean spring, with a trap stiffness κ, where F = κx.
The optical forces are best explained using ray optics. When the light rays pass
through the transparent microsphere they are refracted, and these cause a net
restoring force (Fig. 2.4(a),(b)). For example, if the bead moves to the left, there
is greater laser intensity on the right-hand side of the bead, so when refracted it
causes a larger force towards the right (i.e. the trap centre) as the net momentum
is to the left. In the axial direction the restoring force is caused by a change in the
divergence of the laser after the trapped particle. For example, if the bead moves
below the trap centre the light becomes more divergent after the particle, decreasing
the light momentum and creating a restoring force upwards. This approach strictly
only applies when the radius of the particle is much less than the wavelength
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FIGURE 2.4. (a)-(b) A transpararent particle is displaced from the trap and
the light that refracts through it causes a net restoring force back to
the trap centre. (c) At larger displacements above a trap the radiation
pressure causes the trapped particle to “fall out" of the trap. (d) When
the particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the trap an elec-
tric field approach can be used to explain the trap. An induced dipole
from the laser-generated electric field creates a restoring force. Image
source: [149]
of the trapping laser. When the particle is much smaller than the trapping laser
wavelength Rayleigh scattering generates a dipole as the particle moves away from
the trap centre (Fig. 2.4(d)), leading to a restoring force. When the particle size is
approximately the same as the laser wavelength neither of these explanations strictly
hold true and Mie theory must be used [148]. However, the result is qualitatively
the same as these explanations.
2.3.2 The optical potential
The forces applied by optical tweezers are normally modelled by a Hookean spring,
and so is a harmonic potential. However, this is an approximation that is only valid
near the centre of the potential well generated by a focused laser. In most cases
this is all that is relevant because (a) it is this region that is also measured by
back-focal-plane interferometry and (b) a free bead will want to fall into this region
as it has the lowest potential energy. However, a more accurate approximation of the
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FIGURE 2.5. A quadrant photodiode conjugate to the back focal plane
will cause lateral shifts in the laser spot at the QPD allowing the
relative position to be measured. The axial position is related to the
total intensity, while the lateral positions to the intensities in the four
quadrants.
actual optical potential is that of a Gaussian (as most trapping lasers are Gaussian
beams). In one dimension,
(2.5) U(x)∝ e−(x−x0)2/2σ2x ,
and so the force is therefore,
(2.6) F(x)∝ (x− x0)e−(x−x0)
2/2σ2x .
This can then be approximated as:
(2.7) F(x)∝ (x− x0)
(
1+ (x− x0)
2
2σ2x
+O (x4)
)
In other words, the force is linear to a first approximation but can also be thought of
as a cubic, with a point of inflection and this point of inflection that gives a region
that can be used to trap a bead with an approximately constant force [150], i.e. when
(x− x0) becomes comparable to σx... the trap width. Note that due to asymmetry in
the axial direction, the proportionality factor will be different above and below the
trap.
2.3.3 Back focal plane detection
One of the greatest advantages of optical trapping is that back-focal plane (BFP)
interferometry can be used. This is a method that allows for nanometre spatial
resolution on the order of nanoseconds. This is far higher than those of similar
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FIGURE 2.6. Example QPD signals when moving a bead across an optical
trap. Around the trap centre the scaling is linear, before turning over
and decreasing as the bead moves out of the trap.
methods such as magnetic tweezers, which is temporally limited to the frame rate of
an imaging camera, so closer to milliseconds.
By using a laser the detection signal can be isolated from the rest of the system.
When using a quadrant photodiode (QPD) in a plane conjugate to the back focal
plane of the condenser in the imaging path (Fig. 2.5) the laser signal translates
laterally as the particle moves across the focus of the laser, as the change in the
amount of refraction causes a lateral translation in the back focal plane. Similarly,
the total intensity changes as the particle moves vertically along the optical axis
because the amount of light collected by the condenser changes.
The relation of the QPD signal to the particle position can be calibrated in
multiple ways. The simplest is to use a piezostage to move a bead in three directions
along the trap, and measure the QPD signals to calibrate the change in signal with
particle displacement (Fig. 2.6). In this case the particle must be held in place (i.e.
stuck to the surface), so care must be taken to ensure the particle is centred in the
trap.
Obtaining a voltage signal using a quadrant photodiode to obtain the sensitivity
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(β) in x, y and z. The signals in the three directions are
Sx = (Vleft −Vright)/Vsum ,
Sy = (Vtop −Vbottom)/Vsum
Sz =Vsum ,(2.8)
where the Vi signals from the QPD for each direction (e.g. Vleft being the left two
quadrants) and they have a non-linear dependence [151] e.g.,
(2.9) Sx =
Vle f t−Vright
Vsum
≈ 16p
pi
αk
w2
exp
[
−2
( x
w
)2]∫ x/w
0
exp
(
y2
)
dy,
where α is a constant, k is the wavenumber and w the beam waist. However, within
the harmonic region of the trap (which we are constrained to), this is an approxi-
mately linear relationship, so we can simplify the expression to
(2.10) ∆r i =βi∆Si,
where βi is the linear sensitivity of the QPD in a given direction.
2.3.4 Calibrating an optical trap
There are three main methods to calibrate an optical trap, that is to measure the
trap stiffness, κ and if using a quadrant photodiode its sensitivity, β.
2.3.4.1 Equipartition method
Close to the centre of the trap the potential is quadratic (i.e. a Hookean spring) in
each direction. Within this potential the bead can still diffuse via Brownian motion,
though it is constrained by the trap. By using the equipartition theorem we know
that each direction has a kinetic energy equal to 12 kBT, so
1
2
κ〈x2〉 = 1
2
kBT, so(2.11)
κ= kBT/〈x2〉,(2.12)
where 〈x2〉 is the mean square displacement of the bead within the trap over time.
This method has the advantage of also being able to be measured with a camera
if the pixel size is known, but back-focal-plane detection is often used. Although
this method is simple it has drawbacks in that not all of the energy is related to the
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Brownian motion of a bead within a trap. A similar method, oscillating the stage so
that the bead moves further up the trap can also be used but neither of this methods
deal with noise in the signal, or simultaneously give both the sensitivity and trap
stiffness, unlike the power-spectrum method described below.
2.3.4.2 Power spectrum method
A more accurate method of calibrating the the trap stiffness is to use the power
spectrum of a trapped bead [152, 153]. This can be done with video microscopy [154],
but BFP interferometry is usually used. Applying a Fourier transform to the intensity
signals from a QPD converts them into the frequency domain, giving the power
spectrum. This can be fit by a Lorentzian (Fig. 2.7), derived from the equation
of motion of a sphere in a harmonic potential. At low frequencies the diffusion is
flat, because the sphere is trapped at long timescales. At high frequencies (short
timescales) there is a 1/ f 2 dependence, due to the free diffusion of the sphere within
the trap. The full power spectrum can be fit by,
(2.13) P( f )= D/
(
npi2
)
f 2+ f 2c
,
where D = kBT/γ is the diffusion coefficient, n= {1,2} depending on whether a one-
sided or two-sided power spectrum is calculated, and fc is the corner frequency, the
characteristic turnover frequency from trapped to diffusive behaviour. Note that
in some cases the fitting can be improved by accounting for frequencies near the
Nyquist limit, fNyq, by taking account of the aliasing that occurs due to having a
finite sampling frequency. The form of the aliased Lorentzian is then,
(2.14) P( f )=
∞∑
m=−∞
D/
(
npi2
)
( f +mfNyq)2+ f 2c
,
which in practice becomes a finite sum. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.7, this
did not improve the fitting in this case and in most cases, if the corner frequency
is well above low-frequency noise and below the Nyquist limit these regions of the
power spectrum can be ignored when fitting.
Once the Lorentzian is fitted, the trap stiffness, κ, and the QPD sensitivity, β,
can be determined. The fitted diffusion coefficient Dv is in terms of the QPD signal,
and therefore, D =β2Dv, so,
(2.15) β2 = kBT
γDv
,
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FIGURE 2.7. Example power spectra taken to calibrate the optical tweezers.
The raw data (blue dots), was smoothed (orange), before fitting to a
Lorentzian (green) and an anti-aliased Lorentzian (red). It can be seen
here that for the equipment I used aliasing was not needed to fit the
power spectrum well. This can be seen as the calibrated trap stiffnesses
using the corner frequency, match that of the Brownian motion, cal-
culated using the sensitivity β that was also derived from the power
spectrum. The errors quoted here are the error of the fit, though in
practice a standard error from multiple measurements was used to take
into account differences in the size of the trapped microspheres.
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and the corner frequency, fc, is related to the trap stiffness, κ, by the equation,
(2.16) κ= 2piγ fc,
where γ is the drag coefficient, which from Stoke’s law, for a bead of radius, r, in a
fluid with dynamic viscosity, η (= 1 mPa s for water at 20°C) is,
(2.17) γ= 6piηr.
This allows for a quick and accurate calibration of a trap, even for an individual
bead in a trap.
2.3.4.3 Surface effects
Near the surface there are additional complications as surface effects increase the
drag coefficient (γ) which alters the trap calibration of both the sensitivity and
trap stiffness and should be taken into account. This is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.
2.4 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a type of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), a
technique that uses a probe - consisting of a tip at the end of a cantilever - that moves
across a surface in a raster scan to form an image [155]. By carefully designing a
probe and accurately moving it, while reducing background noise sub-nanometre
resolution can be achieved. As this is not an optical technique the diffraction limit is
not a concern. Therefore, it is a single-molecule technique that is also capable of sub-
molecular imaging [156–158], allowing for differences in molecular conformations to
be seen in some cases [157]. It is well suited to biological molecules [159] and can
even image deformations in the major and minor grooves of DNA [158]. It is also
capable of measuring the strength of a single chemical bond [160, 161], or measuring
other properties, such as the electric field or temperature [162–164]. AFM can also
be used to apply forces to biomolecules [165, 166]. Unlike with optical tweezers, AFM
force spectroscopy is normally used with proteins as the force range is 10-10,000 pN
(instead of 0.1-100 pN), which would unwind DNA [9].
An AFM probe consists of a cantilever (∼100 µm long) with a small tip at the
end that makes contact with the surface (with a radius at the end usually <10 nm),
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FIGURE 2.8. Diagram of the operation of an atomic force microscopy (AFM).
A piezo scanner moves a probe in x and y along a sample. As the
tip makes contact with the surface deflections in the detection laser
are measured on the photodiode. This is fed into a controller which
adjusts the height, z, in a feedback loop to maintain a constant tip-
surface separation and an image is generated on a computer. Image
source: [167]
that is moved by a piezostage. On the top of the cantilever is a reflective material
and a laser reflects from this onto a QPD sensor that is zeroed for the cantilever at
rest. When the tip makes contact with the surface this deflects the cantilever, which
causes a deflection in the reflected laser beam, which is measured as a translation
on the QPD. As the surface is moved relative to the cantilever a height map is
determined (Fig. 2.8).
To be able to get an accurate height map an atomically flat surface should be
used, that the molecules of interest are deposited on. The most common surface
for biological AFM samples in mica, as it is relatively simple to make them flat by
cleavage with adhesive tape. However, mica is negatively charged, as is DNA, so
there must be some modification to mica or screening of the charge to allow the
DNA to bind to the surface. The simplest method is to use divalent salts (such as
Mg2+ or Ni2+). However, increased charge can introduce increased static bending
of ∼5° for each nucleotide, although this is not seen with magnesium alone [168].
Other methods involve modifying the surface, such as using poly-L-lysine, which is
positively charged, to coat the surface. However, poly-L-lysine is a large molecule
so its deposition onto mica can make the surface less uniform, although it has
been suggested that low molecular weight poly-L-lysine has a similar roughness to
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mica [169]. Chemical modifications are also common, such as AP-mica, formed by
silanising with APTES, which creates a smooth surface by covalently bonding to
the hydroxyl groups on the surface of freshly-cleaved mica [170, 171]. This creates
a weakly positively charged surface, that has also been found to alter the DNA
conformation [172, 173, 170, 174, 171]. However, despite the more complicated
method involved due to siliansing, AP-mica allows for a wide variety of molecules to
bind to the surface in a variety of buffers.
Although AFM is capable of single-molecule imaging, care needs to be taken to
evaluate the exact values. The image obtained is that of the surface at each pixel
convolved with the much larger AFM tip. In some cases, the shape of the tip can
be determined and be deconvolved [175–177] if required. For extended polymers,
the perpendicular position of the polymer can be estimated with quasi-subpixel
resolution by fitting a Gaussian to the cross-section of the height profile along the
contour [178].
Theoretically, AFM can work in any environment as the specific interaction
between the surface and the tip does not matter [179]. The simplest method is to
dry the sample and image in air (vacuum is also an option). Nanometre resolution is
possible but drying can alter the sample. For example, the measured height of DNA is
approximately half that of solution (0.7 nm vs 1.4 nm), in part due to the layer (of e.g.
salt) that the DNA binds to [180, 181], but primarily due to tip and surface/sample
interactions. As shown in Figure 2.9, there are long range interactions between
the tip and the sample, which cause an effective interaction area, which broadens
the peak in height, lowering the volume and increasing the width [182]. This is
particularly relevant when the lateral sample width is less than the interaction area,
as is the case for DNA.
Ideally, biological AFM would be conducted under liquid. This allows for dynamic
information to be obtained and is closer to the native environment of DNA. However,
as the cantilever of the probe is now submerged its properties are altered [183–185].
When these conditions are taken into account liquid-AFM can reach a far greater
resolution than AFM in air [186, 158, 179].
As most commercial atomic force microscopes have reduced noise to the thermal
limit (e.g. by acoustic isolation) [188, 189] the resolution of AFM is determined by
the interaction of the tip and sample. There are many different probes available,
of different sizes and shapes. The shape and material of the tip can affect the
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FIGURE 2.9. (Above) A schematic of the force-distance relationship between
a sample and tip, composed of the short-range repulsive forces and the
attractive van der Waals interaction and the regions that different AFM
modes operate in. (Below) A schematic of how the tip moves in three
different AFM modes. Image source: [187]
interaction with the surface. Ideally, the tip will be sharp enough to obtain detail
without damaging the surface (for example a stiff tip will damage soft biological
molecules). The cantilever can also be chosen with different stiffnesses (where
a higher stiffness directly increases axial resolution [190]) and other properties
which can affect the quality of the image. These are discussed in more detail when
describing tapping-mode AFM below.
The tip of an AFM probe does not interact purely with the surface of the molecule
of interest. For example, there can be salt deposits or other molecules that, as said
above, alter the measured height of DNA. This is one reason why liquid-AFM can
reach higher resolutions, as solvation lowers these salt effects [179]. In air, the
forces involved include long-range van der Waals force (which is shielded in liquid),
a capillary force from water molecules coating a dried sample forming a meniscus as
the AFM tip approaches the surface [190], although this is overcome by tapping-mode
AFM (see below). As the tip gets with ∼1 nm of the surface short-range forces, such
as electrostatic or Born repulsion force also affect the tip-surface interaction [190].
There are three main modes to image with AFM (see Fig. 2.9). The force applied
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by the tip is determined by the setpoint, and using a PID controller to try and keep
this constant while imaging. Contact mode aims to keep the tip at a constant height
above the surface (i.e. moving up if the surface height increases). However, this can
lead to large lateral forces as the tip drags along the surface [191], distorting the
image and damaging the sample. Non-contact AFM keeps the tip of the probe a
short distance above the surface [192] and therefore images the force interactions
between molecules [193], although the oscillations must be kept small enough to
not be caught by the attractive forces [194]. Tapping-mode AFM (explained in more
detail below) tries to alleviate lateral forces compared to contact AFM by having the
tip oscillate at the resonant frequency above the surface so that it only remains in
contact with it for a short time [195]. This also has the added benefit of preserving
the tip for longer.
2.4.1 Tapping-mode AFM
All AFM experiments in this thesis were conducted in tapping mode, a type of
dynamic AFM also known as amplitude modulation AFM (AM-AFM). In tapping
mode the oscillation amplitude (as opposed to e.g. frequency in non-contact mode)
is varied dynamically by a feedback loop that allows for the interaction between
the sample and the tip to be altered in real time. As described above, it has the
advantage of lowering lateral torsion, which is necessary for a soft biopolymer such
as DNA and the removal of this lateral friction increases resolution [194]. Unlike
contact mode and non-contact mode it provides an average force readout across the
distance it oscillates over (see Fig. 2.9).
To start in tapping-mode the resonant frequency of the cantilever needs to be
determined. The cantilever is rapidly shaken vertically across a range of frequencies
to find its resonance (for the tips used around 300 kHz). As can be seen in Figure 2.9
the probe is then driven sinusoidally at this frequency, such that the cantilever acts
as a harmonic oscillator. The oscillations are also much larger than in non-contact
mode to be able to overcome the attractive forces near the surface [194]. When the
tip approaches the surface the cantilever can no longer oscillate fully. The oscillation
amplitude is measured by the RMS of the detector signal, and near the surface it
decreases. This change can be used to provide information about the height as the
probe is moved up and down to maintain a constant oscillation amplitude [196].
The resulting image is primarily affected by the choice of probe and the feedback
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parameters. First, there is the choice of tip, where a smaller tip gives better resolu-
tion but the increased sharpness can damage soft samples. Next, cantilevers come
in different stiffnesses. The spring constant of the cantilever must not be too soft
that there is no measurable interaction (or cannot overcome the attractive forces)
but also not so hard that it damages the sample. Once the probe is chosen both the
amplitude and frequency of the oscillation can be changed if needed. For example
particularly rough samples may need a higher amplitude to be able to map the
differences in height. Finally, the target amplitude when reaching the surface can
be set. This is known as the ‘setpoint’ (essentially a percentage of the free vibration
amplitude that was set above). Varying the setpoint therefore changes how much
force is applied to the sample and a balance is needed to get a good image without
damaging the sample or tip. There are many sources of noise such as air turbulence
or electromagnetic interference that can be reduced with good microscope design,
such as acoustic isolation [197]. However, thermal noise will always remain present,
particularly in the case of biological experiments which cannot be conducted at low
temperatures.
The feedback loops for tapping-mode AFM operate at different frequencies. Dur-
ing imaging the probe is moved slowly along the x and y directions with a nano-
positioning stage that is controlled by a slow feedback loop that maintains the height,
z, of the tip to maintain the constant setpoint. This allows for the probe to oscillate
at approximately the same distance above the sample as the sample height changes.
At higher frequencies, the probe is driven near the resonant frequency to keep it at
resonance as it moves [198].
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DNA-PROTEIN FILAMENT FORMATION WITH H-NS
AND STPA
The role of nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) are vital to bacterial functionbut they are not as well-conserved as their eukaryotic counterparts such ashistones. Instead, there are many analogues. One such large family is that
of H-NS, with numerous H-NS-like proteins. Here the filament formation of H-NS
is investigated and compared to StpA, a paralogue with 58% sequence similarity
- with differences mainly in the oligomerisation domains, to emphasise the role of
oligomerisation in H-NS function. Here I perform tethered-particle motion (TPM)
and optical tweezers (OT) experiments on H-NS and StpA filaments formed on
DNA and show how they are permanently altered by the application of force by the
optical tweezers, and how this behaviour differs depending upon the oligomerisation
behaviour.
Contributions from others
• Some data used in Figures 3.6 and 3.8 in this chapter were collected by Haowei Wang.
• The code to analyse TPM and the optical setup were based on that of Haowei Wang.
• The genomic and overlap primers, H-NS, StpA, and the StpA mutants were
provided by William W. Navarre.
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(a) Tethered Particle Motion (b) Optical Tweezers
FIGURE 3.1. Experimental Design. A DNA tether is attached to a glass
coverslip at one end and a polystyrene bead at the other. The same
surface-tethered assays gave bead-DNA tether could be used for both
(a) tethered-particle motion experiments and (b) optical tweezers.
3.1 Experimental design
The experiments in this chapter consist of a surface-tethered assay with a single
optical trap that stretches the DNA laterally (Fig. 3.1). One advantage of a surface-
tethered assay is that it allows for high throughput as many surface tethers can be
formed, checked that they did so correctly, and then protein added. However, they
are limited in how short the length of the tether can be (see Chapter 5) and for
the tether lengths I used are difficult to combine with fluorescence imaging as the
trapping laser and imaging laser would overlap and optical tweezers are known to
photobleach fluorescent dyes [199].
The optical tweezer setup used is shown in Figure 3.2. All trapping was conducted
1 µm above the surface, which was found programatically by moving the bead
downwards using a piezostage until the intensity spiked (indicating the bottom
of the bead had hit the surface) and moving it up 0.5 µm above this point (with
the other 0.5 µm due to the bead radius). The beads used (PolySciences, Inc.) had
a diameter of 1 µm with a variance of 3% and so an average calibration could be
used, instead of calibrating for each bead. The calibration was regularly conducted
by measuring the power spectra of a large number of beads and averaging (see
Fig. 2.7). This was also verified using the Brownian method for trap stiffness (κ) and
scanning across a stuck bead for the sensitivity (β). Trap strengths were between
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Figure 3.2: Optical setup for tethered particle motion and optical tweezers exper-
iments. A 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser passes through an AOM that is controlled by a
microprocessor to adjust the power based on a photodiode after the optical fibre (to
reduce power fluctuations). After this, lenses (L1-L4) were used to magnify the beam
to slightly overfill the back-aperture of the objective. Back-focal plane detection was
achieved via a QPD after the objective.
100-150 pN/µm, so that the forces applied were biologically relevant (on the order of
a piconewton).
For these experiments the buffer sometimes needed to be changed, for example
to introduce or remove protein from solution. Therefore a simple flow chamber was
used (Fig. 3.3) to allow for this. Not adding protein initially was important to verify
the integrity of a DNA tether (as in Fig. 3.1) as tethers within a field-of-view could
be checked using TPM, by examining the RMS motion. Asymmetric motion would
indicated multiple tethers attached to a single bead. A small RMS motion suggests
a stuck bead, while a large RMS motion implies non-specific binding or nicked DNA.
First, a bead stock and DNA stocks were made. The beads were washed with
repeated steps of centrifugation, removing the supernatant and replacing with a
blocking buffer, “HKE”. This was composed of 25 mM HEPES, 50 mM KCl, 0.5 mM
DTT, and 0.1 mM EDTA, and with 0.5 mg/mL of α-Casein at pH 7.5. 5 kbp regions
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Inlet Outlet
50 mm
FIGURE 3.3. Chamber design for tethered-particle motion and optical tweez-
ers experiments. Two holes were drilled in a glass slide (grey) and a flow
chamber made with a glass coverslip (light blue) by heating parafilm
(dark blue), with a cutout in the centre to bond the two. This allowed
for the slides to be reusable and a region in the centre large enough
that microfluidic flow was not a concern. Parafilm has an approximate
thickness of 0.13 mm.
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FIGURE 3.4. Example bead motion measured using TPM. The left shows
the trajectory of the bead, the centre is a heatmap of the trajectory,
while the right shows a time trace of one direction, where the black line
is a moving average, showing the drift of the slide, and therefore the
fixed tether point, which is then subtracted to calculate the root mean
square (RMS) motion.
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10 µm
2 µm
FIGURE 3.5. An example of beads selected for a tethered-particle motion
(TPM) experiment. Multiple beads or those which appear stuck are
rejected. The black boxes are bounding boxes, the centres of which
(using a centroid algorithm) are tracked, to allow the determination of
the RMS motion to determine the persistence length, `p. The image
is out of focus to increase the effective size of the bead, allowing for
greater sub-pixel accuracy. (inset) a zoom in of a bead.
of DNA (pagC, STM) was amplified from genomic DNA from S. typhimurium using
overlap primers, before a second PCR was carried out to add biotin and digoxigenin
handles (see Sec. 3.2).
To make a flow chamber, 10 ng of DNA was and 2 µl of bead stock solution was
diluted in 10 µl of 2×HKE blocking buffer and left for at least 6 hours in a revolver
at 4°C. Once the flow chamber was prepared, anti-digoxigenin (Roche) was diluted in
PBS to 20 µg/µl and introduced into the flow chamber, then left to incubate for 1 hour
at 4°C. The chamber was then washed with 400 µl HKE. After the HKE blocking
buffer was added and left for at least 5 minutes to block the surface, leaving only the
antibody sites. Finally, the bead/DNA mixture, diluted up to 20 µl was introduced
into the slide and left overnight at 4°C. Before the chamber was used it would be
carefully washed once more with 400 µl of HKE blocking buffer.
When imaging the DNA a field-of-view would be chosen with around 10-15 beads,
so they remained well separated (Fig. 3.5). They were selected first by eye and then
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the motion of the beads were tracked for at least 5 minutes and the RMS values (and
so persistence length) were determined by following the motion of the bead and drift
correcting (Fig. 3.4). Note that the effective force was ∼13.8 fN, and so still negligible.
If the bead motion was not circular or the persistence length did not match that
expected for DNA (∼40-50 nm) the tether was rejected. This was repeated for around
6 stage positions to get at least 20 good tethers. After this H-NS or StpA (diluted
in HKE) is introduced into the chamber and immediately imaged as it did not need
time to incubate. The non-rejected tethers were then measured again using TPM and
then stretched using optical tweezers, before once again having the RMS measured
for TPM. This then allowed for the persistence length to be measured both before
protein, after the addition of protein and after stretching with optical tweezers (an
example can be seen in Figure 3.6). The force-extension curve from optical tweezers
provided another measure of persistence length as well as the contour length.
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Figure 3.6: An example of a force-extension curve for a 5 kbp (∼ 1.7 µm) segment
of λ-DNA. The DNA is first centred and then stretched and relaxed in positive
and negative directions in either the x or y axis. The stretch and relax curves are
then plotted separately on the left and fitted to the worm-like chain (dashed lines).
This gives a persistence length of ∼40 nm, within the range expected [29]. The
remaining three figures on the right, from top to bottom show the displacement of
the bead in the stretching, axial and orthogonal lateral direction. These are what are
initially used to centre the curve, and also contribute to the force at the extremes,
in particular the axial direction as the tether is short enough relative to the bead
size that there is vertical displacement. Note that there is hysteresis between the
stretch and relaxation curves. This could be due to the buffer being low salt, so the
electrostatic self-repulsion of DNA is not sufficiently screened.
3.2 PCR protocol
To get the genomic DNA fragments two PCRs were carried out. First, genomic DNA
from S. typhimurium was provided by W. W. Navarre and was amplified to extract
the pagC region using the two primers, pagC-F and pagC-R in Table 3.1, which not
only select the region around pagC but also add the overhang sequences. The PCR
was carried out with the reaction mix shown in Table 3.2, with the thermocycle as in
Table 3.3. LongAmp Taq was chosen as 5 kbp is quite a long region of DNA for Taq
DNAp to copy without falling off the DNA or making errors, which LongAmp Taq
rectifies. The result can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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TABLE 3.1. Primers for H-NS/StpA experiments to amplify DNA from the
S. typhimurium genome and phage-λ. The overhang is italicised to show
the overlap with the L5 primers.
Name Sequence
pagC-F 5′ - ACC TGA TAT TGA GTG GCC TGC TCG CAC AGC TGA TTG TTG ATA - 3′
pagC-R 5′ - TCA TTC AAC ACC CGC ACT ATC GGA CAG CTT CGC AGG AGA TTT CTA - 3′
L5-Bio-F 5′ - f5Biosg / ACC TGA TAT TGA GTG GCC TGC T - 3′
L5-Dig-R 5′ - f5DigN / TCA TTC AAC ACC CGC ACT ATC G - 3′
TABLE 3.2. PCR Reaction Mix for functionalising DNA sequences
Component Amount Final Concentration
5× LongAmp TAQ Reaction Buffer 5 µl 1×
10 mM dNTPs 0.75 µl 300 µM
10 µM Forward Primer 1 µl 0.4 µM
10 µM Reverse Primer 1 µl 0.4 µM
Template DNA (e.g. 25 ng/µl) 4 µl 100 ng (<1,000 ng)
LongAmp Taq 1 µl 5 units/50µl
nuclease-free water 12.25 µl to 25 µl
TABLE 3.3. PCR Thermocycle for functionalising DNA sequences
Step Temperature Time
Initial Denaturation 94°C 30 seconds
Denaturation 94°C 30 seconds
 Repeat 30×Annealing 52/57°C (overlap/genome) 45 seconds
Extension 65°C 280 seconds
Final Extension 65°C 10 minutes
The PCR product was then cleaned using a PCR purification kit (QIAquick PCR
Purification Kit, QIAGEN), resulting in a 5 kbp region of DNA, without functionali-
sation, but with ends complementary to the functionalisation primers. To add the
functionalisation another PCR is carried out using the same steps as above, although
the annealing temperature is lowered (see Table 3.3) to match the overhang primers,
L5-Bio-F and L5-Dig-R.
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FIGURE 3.7. Gel electrophoresis of pagC amplification from genomic DNA.
A bright band at 5 kbp can be seen for the PCR of pagC from
S. typhimurium genomic DNA
3.3 Shorter DNA sequences needed to see
sequence dependence
First, the sequence dependence behaviour of H-NS was investigated. The pagC gene
in S. typhimurium is known to be regulated by H-NS in vivo, while STM1033 is not
and these regions have high and low affinity for H-NS respectively. Therefore, by
taking ∼5 kbp regions around these genes, differences in binding should be able to be
observed. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.8, no differences in the H-NS binding
could be seen with the TPM assay, both show a steady increase in the persistence
length of the DNA, corresponding to the formation of a filament of H-NS along the
strand, increasing rapidly up to 200 nM and saturating by ∼600 nM. Therefore, this
assay is not suitable for observing the sequence dependence that is known to exist
and shorter sequences are needed to reduce the averaging out of behaviour over the
5 kbp.
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FIGURE 3.8. H-NS was added to surface-tethered DNA sequences of approx-
imately 5 kbp. These sequences contained the pagC promoter region
or the STM1033 promoter region. The former is known to be regulated
by H-NS and has high affinity, while the other does not. However, in
this experiment no difference was observed at a range of concentrations
due to remainder of the DNA averaging out any differences. The error
shown is the standard error, with n∼ 15, and the fits are an exponential
rise.
3.4 Stability of H-NS/StpA filaments
The stability of the filaments formed by H-NS and StpA in these experiments were
checked by adding the protein to the DNA and then removing it from the solution,
by washing with excess HKE buffer and waiting for up to an hour to see if the
filaments remained or changed behaviour. As H-NS binds cooperatively by forming
long oligomers it is expected to be more stable (i.e. have a slower off-rate) than the
binding of StpA which forms a filament as dimers, albeit still cooperatively. Table 3.4
shows that there is no change in the filaments formed by either H-NS and only a
slight decrease for StpA, suggesting that once these oligomers form they exist out of
equilibrium. In other words, their removal must be through interactions with other
proteins or via a biomechanical method, i.e. as part of a gene regulation system or
reorganisation of the chromosome.
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TABLE 3.4. Changes in root mean square deviation (of bead motion) (RMSD)
of a DNA-tethered bead upon addition and removal of NAPs to solu-
tion in a TPM experiment. The errors shown here are the standard
deviations. n= 484 for 0 nM and the range for n= 6−15 for the steps
after.
`p (nm)
[Protein] 0 nM 600 nM Wash (0 nM)
StpA (WT) 86 ± 14 78 ± 14
StpA (T37I) 87 ± 12 67 ± 6
StpA (M4T) 42 ± 7 93 ± 13 69 ± 4
StpA (A77D) 115 ± 9 89 ± 9
H-NS 94 ± 10 93 ± 8
3.5 Irreversible changes in H-NS/DNA filaments
In the cell DNA is subject to tension due to the interactions with other proteins and
other biological processes. Therefore, I used optical tweezers to apply force to pre-
formed H-NS/DNA filaments to observe their behaviour as the concentration of H-NS
was increased (Fig. 3.9). As with the experiments above a surface-tethered assay was
performed and H-NS added at various concentrations, with the quality of a tether
checked before and after the addition of H-NS using TPM. Next, optical tweezers
were used to apply tension to the DNA and a force-extension curve extracted to
measure `p. This was then confirmed with TPM after (both immediately and up to
an hour later, where no change was seen), an example of which can be seen in in
Figure 3.10. Similar behaviour was also seen when vortexing preformed H-NS/DNA
filaments before measuring with TPM, dropping from 61±7 nm to 44±5 nm, further
suggesting it is force that irreversibly alters filaments.
The persistence length of the H-NS/DNA complex markedly decreased after
stretching, but not back down to that of bare DNA. For the STM sequence at
600 nM H-NS the persistence length reduced from 114±5 nm to 70±4 nm after
stretching, showing the same behaviour. The stability of this new structure suggests
that the filaments were permanently altered and could not be reformed as H-NS
remained in solution throughout this process and there was no change when more
H-NS was added. This is significantly different to another abundant NAP, HU,
which is also involved in compaction but is removed after application of force [200],
presumably due to the lack of oligomerisation.
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FIGURE 3.9. H-NS was added to DNA at increasing concentration leading
to an increase in persistence length due to the formation of filaments as
measured with tethered-particle motion (TPM). The beads were then
caught in an optical trap and stretched at forces on the order of a
piconewton. The resultant force-extension curve led to a significantly
lower persistence length (`p), which was verified with TPM. This was
a long-lasting change (at least 30 minutes) despite H-NS remaining in
solution. The fits shown are exponential rises, and the errors are the
standard error with n∼ 15.
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FIGURE 3.10. Change in bead motion for a H-NS/DNA filament after appli-
cation of force using TPM. After forming an H-NS/DNA filament with a
surface-tethered assay the motion of the bead (measured using TPM)
is restricted after stretching with optical tweezers (green) compared to
before (blue). The dashed lines are Gaussian fits of the random motion
of the Brownian motion.
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3.6 StpA mutants give insight on H-NS filament
formation
For these experiments both a 4 kbp (3096 bp) and 5 kbp (4764 bp) random segment
of DNA was chosen from phage-λ, that did not contain a gene regulated by H-
NS or StpA. The experiments were similar to above, and so unlike the work by
Ali et al. [42] we can look at how filaments form on a longer tract of DNA. The
three mutants investigated were all point mutations of StpA, from ∆hns mutants
of S. typhimurium. These were StpA (T37I), StpA (A77D), and StpA (M4T) which,
according to Ali et al. [42], behave respectively like StpA (WT), H-NS or somewhere in
between respectively (Table 3.5), allowing a full range of behaviour to be investigated.
Looking at the behaviour of StpA with increasing concentration (Fig. 3.11), a
gradual increase in the stiffening of the DNA can be seen, as opposed to the steep
increase observed for H-NS (Fig. 3.8), which could be due to the lower amounts
of oligomerisation, leading to less cooperativity. All of them, except StpA (A77D),
cause less stiffening relative to H-NS, while StpA (A77D) shows a similar increase in
`p at 600 nM, but less at lower concentrations - again suggesting that the mutation
has given more H-NS-like behaviour, but with less apparent cooperative behaviour.
Similarly, looking at the saturating behaviour, we can see that we see the other
mutants also have the same behaviour as Ali et al., with the T37I mutant behaving
at the wild-type, and M4T behaving somewhere in-between wild-type StpA and
H-NS behaviour.
Figure 3.11 clearly shows that at 600 nM protein concentration, StpA (A77D)
causes a far greater increase (∼ 2.8×`0p of bare DNA) compared to that of H-NS or any
of the other mutants. This could be because it has the greater binding affinity of StpA,
combined with some of the oligomerisation that helps H-NS binding. To investigate
this further, especially with the intermediate mutant StpA (T37I), I then decided
to utilise optical tweezers to apply force to these preformed filaments. Figure 3.12
TABLE 3.5. Summary of StpA mutant behaviour
.
Mutation Region of Mutation Behaviour
T37I Central StpA-like
M4T ‘Head’ Domain Intermediate
A77D ‘Tail’ Domain H-NS-like
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FIGURE 3.11. Wild-type StpA and three mutants formed filaments along
the DNA and had their polymer properties measured using TPM,
namely the persistence length (`p). StpA (A77D) clearly performs differ-
ently to the others (and has a persistence length increase greater than
H-NS), while the other three are approximately the same. The fits are
exponential rises and the errors are the standard error with n∼ 20.
shows how the persistence length of H-NS and StpA (A77D) protein/DNA filaments
drop to a similar amount after stretching, suggesting that the drop is related to
oligomerisation as StpA (WT) drops back down to almost that of bare DNA, possibly
due to less oligomerisation. The intermediate mutant - StpA (M4T) - seems to behave
more similarly to StpA (WT) after stretching, but has a higher `p before stretching.
The head region is usually related to dimerisation so this is perhaps unsurprising.
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FIGURE 3.12. The behaviour of StpA mutants after application of force
measured with TPM. 600 nM of protein was added and filaments al-
lowed to form. The DNA/Protein filaments were then stretched with
optical tweezers. The StpA-like variants (WT and M4T) show a larger
decrease after stretching than H-NS and the H-NS-like StpA (A77D)
, with the wild-type returning to the level of bare DNA (the dashed
line). These changes were stable over time, suggesting that H-NS-like
proteins behave differently under force than StpA-like proteins, possibly
due to the differing oligomerisation behaviour. The error shown is the
standard deviation while the ranges were 20-60 for n pre-stretch and
5-15 for post-stretch.
3.7 StpA cannot compete with preformed H-NS
filaments
H-NS and StpA form filaments and are known to interfere in vivo. Although the
behaviour is similar, it does appear that at 600 nM of each protein there is some
divergence in the effect on persistence length (see Fig. 3.12). Therefore, I decided
perform competition assays adding either H-NS or StpA at 600 nM and then the
other once an initial filament had formed. Note that here I report the RRMS values
to show the difference due to the non-linear nature of the conversion to persistence
length (Eqn. 2.3).
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H-NS at 600 nM caused an increase in the RRMS from 430 nm (n = 484) to
547±5 nm (standard error, n = 20). Adding StpA, led to an RRMS = 537±6 nm
(n= 18), so there was no change within a standard error. Therefore, it is unlikely
that StpA significantly affects H-NS/DNA filaments without other processes. When
adding 600 nM StpA first, RRMS = 532± 4 nm (n = 25), increasing to RRMS =
553± 6 nm (n = 14) after the addition of H-NS. This increase is larger than a
standard error away, but it is still small. Therefore, it is possible that H-NS is
interfering with the StpA filaments to a greater extent, and it could be that their
interaction in vivo requires StpA to be bound first. However, as with the sequence
dependence experiments with H-NS, this difference would be more clearly seen on
shorter strands of DNA or with additional proteins such as Hha or YdgT.
3.8 Discussion
H-NS and StpA are two closely related proteins that play a vital role in addition to
structuring the nucleoid by silencing foreign DNA to protect the cell. The eventual
integration of this xenogeneic DNA into the regulatory network of the genome
allows for bacteria to rapidly gain genes, including those for antibiotic resistance, via
horizontal gene transfer. The many functions of H-NS and its wider family makes it
an intriguing protein to study. In this chapter I looked at the filament behaviour of
H-NS but, as described in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, H-NS and StpA can also bridge
DNA which provides another avenue to investigate in addition to the interaction
with other helper proteins.
3.8.1 Model of H-NS and StpA filament formation
The increase in persistence length of DNA when bound by H-NS and StpA are
clear examples of extended filaments forming along DNA. However the permanent
change observed after the application of biologically relevant forces indicates that
these filaments do not form reversibly, and that StpA filaments are either weaker
or are composed of dimers instead of oligomers. This is because, unlike H-NS, their
persistence length does not remain higher than that of bare DNA, suggesting it is
not as strongly bound. The mutants of StpA that alter its oligomerisation behave
more like H-NS, further demonstrating the importance of oligomerisation to H-NS
behaviour. These results suggest that in the cell H-NS must be removed directly to
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access the underlying DNA.
There is some evidence that H-NS does have some specificity, whether for curva-
ture of certain sites or a consensus sequence (although the differences in binding
affinity are small). It is also possible that the application of force breaks these
filaments and through either steric hindrance or a change in DNA curvature, H-NS
does not re-oligomerise (discussed in more detail below). This would leave regions
of filament-bounded DNA and naked DNA, corresponding to a lower measured per-
sistence length than a fully-bound H-NS/DNA complex but more than that of DNA
alone. Identical experiments, but in the presence of magnesium or the protein Hha,
both of which introduce positive charge to screen the negative charge of DNA, allow
the DNA/H-NS complex to collapse over time, suggesting the formation of bridges
forming from these disrupted filaments only after force is applied [44]. These are
examples of how H-NS-bound genes can respond to force, which in the cell could
be applied by other proteins, indicating how DNA topology plays a role in gene
regulation.
3.8.2 Irreversible changes to H-NS/DNA filaments
As shown in Section 3.5, when H-NS forms stable filaments on the DNA that
become permanently altered after the application of biologically relevant forces.
One possible explanation, that would need further investigation as it is beyond
the sensitivity of this experiment, is that the H-NS/DNA filament fractures under
stress, leaving gaps that are either a monomer, dimer or a small number of them,
which cannot be filled even if force is no longer applied. An imaging technique, such
as fluorescence microscopy, in conjunction with optical tweezers, particularly if it
can be super-resolved, could be able to image the H-NS filament both before and
after stretching. However, care would need to be taken to ensure that either the
addition of a fluorophore or fluorescent protein to H-NS would not alter its activity.
If there do not appear to be apparent gaps in H-NS along the DNA this could be
because (a) bridging occurred (which is unlikely due to the lack of magnesium and
no reduction in the contour length) or (b) The gaps in the filament are too small to
be measured. The latter could explain the inability of H-NS to reform a damaged
filament, as the DNA would be far less flexible, and H-NS binding is dependent upon
curvature. If there are large gaps in H-NS, another possibility could be that the
extended filaments can only begin from a nucleation site and become less favourable
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if the DNA is no longer completely flexible, or that the differences are between
GC-rich and AT-rich regions (if the unbound regions are GC-rich they bind less
favourably). Gulvady et al. [84] saw no difference in AT/GC-content but with a
nucleation site with KD = 60 nM they did see a three- to six-fold increase in binding
affinity. However, they examined DNA hairpins (i.e. single-stranded DNA) and so is
not definitive for double-stranded DNA. The role of such promoter sequences and
AT-content could be investigated with new DNA sequences, preferably shorter, to
allow these behaviours to be isolated using a combination of the techniques described
above.
3.8.3 Improving TPM
Although tethered-particle motion is generally considered a force-free technique, the
bead, due to it’s relatively large size does affect the motion of the polymer, and, at
significantly large bead sizes can even dominate the motion. This is particularly
an issue for shorter tethers, so the polystyrene microsphere currently used would
need to be replaced with smaller tracking particles if the experiments described
above and similar experiments are to be performed on shorter DNA tethers. Bead
sizes are commonly available with R = 20 nm, this gives NR ∼ 1 for a 100 bp tether,
and a force of 22 fN. There are also limitations on how well sub-pixel tracking
precision can perform so low below the diffraction limit. However, smaller beads are
usually made of gold nanoparticles and imaged in dark-field to increase signal [201].
Gold nanoparticles can also be combined with TIRF imaging to give information
on the height of the bead as well as the lateral position, as the scattering from the
nanoparticle will decrease with height [202, 203]. Therefore, by switching to a gold
nanoparticle as the tracking particle the effective force will be reduced and height
information could also be obtained. It is still also possible to optically trap these
particles to apply force in a similar manner as with the polystyrene beads, as gold
nanoparticles as small as 9.5 nm have been successfully trapped [204]
An alternative method to TPM is the related tethered-fluorophore motion (TFM),
where the microscopic bead is replaced with a fluorophore [141]. The choice between
the two would depend upon the timescale of the experiment as the fluorophores
can bleach in minutes and so would not be suitable for longer experiments, such as
changing buffer conditions or adding/removing protein from solution.
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AFM IMAGING OF DNA/IHF COMPLEXES
Due to the specific binding of IHF it does not make large global changes tolonger strands of DNA like H-NS. Therefore, shorter strands of DNA with asmall number of binding sites are needed. To study this I chose to use atomic
force microscopy (AFM) as it is capable of imaging with nanometre pixel resolution.
In this chapter I describe my results. Multiple states of binding were found, causing
different amounts of bending in DNA. Additionally, when there were binding sites
in close proximity to each other, or IHF was in large excess, IHF appeared to bridge
DNA, causing clusters instead of bending DNA.
Contributions from others
• The molecular dynamics simulations mentioned here were carried out by George
Watson and was used with the experimental data to devise the proposed model
(Sec. 4.7.1).
• IHF was provided by Jamieson Howard.
4.1 Experimental method
A mica surface was prepared, which was functionalised with 1-5 kDa poly-L-lysine
(Sigma-Aldrich). This functionalisation was chosen over using divalent cations as
Mg2+ affects IHF binding and other methods such as AP-mica form covalent bonds,
altering the structure. First, 20 µl of 0.01% w/v solution, diluted in filtered milliQ
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3λ474 5′- -3′
50 bp
3λ343 5′- -3′
1λ302 5′- -3′
0λ361 5′- -3′
FIGURE 4.1. DNA constructs for AFM imaging with IHF. The lengths of
the constructs are to scale (with the length of 1λ302 being 302 bp) and
the red squares show the positions of the IHF binding sites. The full
constructs can be seen in the appendix (A.2).
H2O was deposited on freshly-cleaved mica and left for 5 minutes before rinsing
with 400-1000 µl of filtered milliQ H2O and vacuum drying.
While the functionalised mica was drying 20 µl samples with DNA with and
without protein were made. A 1 nM concentration of DNA was found to give good
coverage of the mica without being overcrowded, corresponding to a fraction of ∼4-
6 ng of DNA being deposited. This was diluted in a buffer with a final concentration
of 10 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl. For samples with protein, the protein was added and left
to incubate for 1 hour at room temperature. After, the 20 ul samples were deposited
onto the functionalised mica, left for 5 minutes and then rinsed with 400-1000 µl
of filtered milliQ H2O and finally vacuum dried. The samples were then imaged
on an atomic force microscope (Bruker Bioscope Resolve) in tapping mode using
a TAP300AI-G tip (BudgetSensors) with a 10 nm tip radius. Data were primarily
collected as 512×512px images, with a field of view of 2×2µm, resulting in a pixel
size of 3.9 nm.
Short sequences (300-500 bp) of DNA from phage-λ were chosen that contained
different numbers of binding sites and amplified using PCR (see Sec. 4.2). 0λ3361
is a control with no binding sites, while 1λ302 and 3λ343 have 1 and 3 binding
sites respectively (see Fig. 4.1). This length was chosen to allow both the behaviour
of a single IHF to be studied and allow for some flexibility in the DNA (being 2-3
persistence lengths long).
Figure 4.2 shows the image processing steps. The images taken were loaded
using pySPM [205] (Fig. 4.2(a)) and pre-processed to flatten the image (correcting
the slope and background) and removing ‘scars’, where feedback loop fails because
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the AFM tip behaves abnormally, either due to contaminants sticking to the tip or a
frictional interaction. (Fig. 4.2(b)). To isolate the individual DNA strands the image
was first binarised with a threshold set using Otsu’s method, which minimises the
variances above and below the threshold [206] (Fig. 4.2(c)). The DNA strands were
then separated into individual segments and skeletonised [207] to recover the DNA
contour (Fig. 4.2(d)). If present the position of the protein was determined by finding
the peak of the height profile of the DNA contour. From the recovered DNA contour
the contour length (Lc), end-to-end distance (R), and radius of gyration (Rg) can be
determined, where
R2g =
1
N
N∑
k=1
(~rk−~rav)2 .(4.1)
There are two possibilities for DNA adsorbing onto a surface. Either it equi-
librates on the surface (and so becomes flat, meaning the conformation is two-
dimensional) or it is kinetically trapped, retaining a 3D structure, but held in place
by the surface (in this case the positively-charged poly-L-lysine). However, only a 2D
projection of this will be measurable.
The two behaviours of DNA can be distinguished based upon their end-to-end
distance [208]. The original theoretical end-to-end distance (Eqn. 1.5) for a 3D
polymer is reduced by 2/3 when projecting onto a 2D plane.
(4.2) 〈R2〉projection =
4
3
Lc`p
[
1− `p
Lc
(
1−e−Lc/`p
)]
= 2
3
〈R2〉3D.
In two dimensions the restriction in bending angles gives 〈cos(θ)2D〉 = e−|s′−s|/(2`p) (i.e.
the effect of the persistence length effectively doubles when compared to Eqn. 1.4),
resulting in an end-to-end distance of [208],
(4.3) 〈R2〉2D = 4Lc`p
[
1− 2`p
Lc
(
1−e−Lc/2`p
)]
.
Table 4.4 shows the end-to-end distances for the constructs used in the AFM
experiments. Taking 1λ302 as an example, for 100 nm DNA we expect an end-to-end
distance, RE, of approximately 62 nm for a kinetically-trapped DNA (i.e. measur-
ing the 2D projection) or 86 nm for equilibriated DNA (i.e. two-dimensional). Note
that the equivalent three-dimensional RE is between the two at 75 nm. Experi-
mentally, RE was found to be 69 nm. This is closest to kinetically-trapped DNA, as
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(a) original unprocessed image
500 nm
(b) pre-processed image
500 nm
(c) segmented image
500 nm
(d) skeletonisation of a segment
25 nm
FIGURE 4.2. AFM segmentation and skeletonising. The raw image (a) is
flattened (b), then thresholded to isolate the DNA segments (c). Each
segment is then skeletonised (d).
expected [169]. It is not a perfect match as the theoretical value assumes a worm-
like chain with a persistence length of 50 nm which may not be true, and the DNA
contour is determined from a skeletonised image. The poly-L-lysine concentration
was also low enough that further compaction of the DNA by the surface modification
was not significant in most cases [169].
Measuring volume with atomic force microscopy is not an accurate method, due
to the tip being much larger than the molecules being measured and the surface
not being totally flat. This usually results in an underestimation of height and an
increase in the width. However, zero volumes (the volume above the zero height) are
reported for comparison.
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To filter the DNA the volume distributions of the isolated segments were first
measured (Fig. 4.4). A cutoff was then set depending upon the construct (and the
presence of protein) ranging between 2500-5000 nm3. This is a loose filtering to
remove large clumps of DNA or segments of multiple DNA strands. The next filtering
step was taken after skeletonisation - allowing those within 50% of the contour
length. This was done to filter out unsuitable DNA strands, such as those condensed
by partially mobile poly-L-lysine.
4.2 PCR protocol
As IHF is known to interact with phage-λ (as it is its integration host factor) this
was selected to amplify short (<500 bp) sequences to image using DNA. A region
without any binding sequences was chosen, which also has ∼40% AT-content, (0λ361).
A construct was chosen with a single binding site, that is near the promoter for
the xis gene (1λ302), with ∼60% AT-content. The final two sequences are different
segments around a region with three binding sites in close proximity (3λ343, 3λ474)
which have between ∼63-70% AT-content. The higher AT-content of the latter three
constructs, especially due to the ones with three binding sites are due to consensus
sequence being rich in AT, but also AT-tracts increase the local flexibility of DNA. The
primers that select these regions can be seen in Table 4.1, while the full sequences
can be seen in the Appendix A.2.
The PCR was conducted using Q5 DNA polymerase, with the reaction mix shown
in Table 4.2 and the thermocycle in Table 4.3. The PCR product was purified using a
TABLE 4.1. Primers for AFM experiments with IHF to amplify DNA from
phage-λ
Name Sequence
0λ361-F 5′ - GCATCATCAAGTGCCGGTCG - 3′
0λ361-R 5′ - TGCTGTTGGTTGCACTGCTG - 3′
1λ302-F 5′ - CAAGACACCGGATCTGCAC - 3′
1λ302-R 5′ - GCATATGATGTCTGACGCTGG - 3′
3λ343-F 5′ - CTTTGTGCTTCTCTGGAGTGCG - 3′
3λ343-R 5′ - GGCAGGGAGTGGGACAAAATTG - 3′
3λ474-F 5′ - GATTGCGAGGCTTTGTGCTT - 3′
3λ474-R 5′ - CTACCTTTCACGAGTTGCGC - 3′
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TABLE 4.2. PCR reaction mix for DNA constructs for AFM
Component Amount Final Concentration
5× Q5 Reaction Buffer 5 µl 1×
10 mM dNTPs 0.5 µl 200 µM
10 µM Forward Primer 1.25 µl 0.5 µM
10 µM Reverse Primer 1.25 µl 0.5 µM
Template DNA (e.g. 25 ng/µl) 1 µl 15 ng (<1,000 ng)
Q5 DNAp 0.25 µl 1 unit/50µl
nuclease-free water 15.75 µl to 25 µl
TABLE 4.3. PCR Thermocycle for functionalising DNA sequences
Step Temperature Time
Initial Denaturation 98°C 30 seconds
Denaturation 98°C 30 seconds
 Repeat 35×Annealing 68°C 45 seconds
Extension 72°C 20 seconds
Final Extension 72°C 2 minutes
PCR purification kit (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit, QIAGEN) and the result is
shown in the gel image in Figure 4.3.
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FIGURE 4.3. Gel electrophoresis of short constructs from phage-λ contain-
ing 0-3 IHF binding sites. The three constructs are pure and at their
expected sizes.
4.3 Changes to DNA conformation upon IHF
binding
Looking at the values of the contour length (see Fig.4.4 and Table 4.4) we see that
these median measured lengths are less than contour lengths, suggesting that some
of the DNA may be in the A-form (which has a lower rise per base pair of 0.26 nm/bp
compared to 0.34 nm/bp for B-DNA). The means are as expected: 100 nm for 1λ302,
123 nm for 0λ361, 117 nm for 3λ343 and 161 nm for 3λ474, giving rises per base
pair of 0.33-0.34 nm/bp. However, this is to be expected ass the DNA is kinetically
trapped, as confirmed by the end-to-end distances. In all the constructs except 3λ343
we see a drop in all of these properties upon the addition of IHF, suggesting a global
conformation change that leads to compaction of the DNA, with a reduction in the
radius of gyration ranging from 10-17%. 3λ343 appears to behave slightly differently
but this could be due to the low number of samples, n, of the negative control or
its clustering behaviour (see below), and was excluded from further quantitative
analysis.
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(c) 3λ343
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(d) 3λ474
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FIGURE 4.4. Segmenting and skeletonising AFM images of the four DNA
constructs allows the polymer properties to be determined. Samples
with (dashed) and without (solid) IHF show differences between the dis-
tributions (a kernel density estimate with bandwidths determined using
Scott‘s method [209]) of end-to-end distance and the radius of gyration.
IHF shortens the end-to-end distance and Rg due to the increased bend-
ing, while the contour length remains unchanged. Although there is a
slight increase in volume both the DNA (302 bp) and protein (∼10 kDa)
are very small so the volume is hard to distinguish due to the size of the
AFM tip.
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TABLE 4.4. Polymer properties of DNA constructs for IHF binding. The
values shown are given as the median with the interquartile range in
brackets. It can be seen that in general the addition of IHF compacts the
IHF reducing the length and end-to-end distance. 3λ343 is an exception,
most likely due to the low n but was not used for any quantitative
analysis.
Sequence IHF n Length
(nm)
End-to-
End
Distance
(nm)
Radius of
Gyration
(nm)
Zero
Volume
(nm3)
0λ361
- 98 111 (22) 94 (28) 30 (6) 631 (300)
+ 69 97 (30) 76 (33) 25 (8) 556 (691)
1λ302
- 151 84 (15) 69 (21) 22 (5) 791 (250)
+ 629 79 (18) 60 (21) 20 (5) 811 (365)
3λ343
- 9 78 (19) 51 (15) 18 (2) 551 (65)
+ 205 83 (25) 59 (24) 20 (5) 780 (843)
3λ474
- 232 116 (46) 92 (38) 30 (11) 1452 (1639)
+ 225 105 (34) 74 (27) 25 (7) 2151 (3173)
4.4 IHF has multiple binding modes
As described above, the addition of IHF causes changes to the DNA conformation
(Fig. 4.4) but due to the broad distributions of the end-to-end distance and radius
of gyration the exact behaviour is difficult to determine from these. Looking at the
effect of IHF on individual DNA strands allowed for the clearest determination of
the modes of IHF binding. The no-binding-site and single-binding-site constructs
(0λ361 and 1λ302 respectively) were analysed as it is unlikely for more than one
IHF to be present per DNA strand at low concentrations because the non-specific
binding has low affinity and the higher affinity specific binding is only available
at one site. By determining the position of IHF on the DNA strand, angles of IHF
binding can be measured. This also required DNA that was not too long such that
the natural curvature would dominate, hence choosing a construct that is around 2
persistence lengths long. Comparing the behaviour of 1λ302 to that of 0λ361 shows
the difference between specific and non-specific binding.
Figure 4.5 shows the 1λ302 construct without IHF and with 1 IHF per 5 base pairs.
Even at this concentration the DNA was clearly not saturated with IHF (as seen by
others [210]) but protein-bound DNA can sometimes be seen by bright spots in the
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(a) Bare DNA (b) DNA with 1 IHF: 5 bp
(c) Examples of single DNA strands incubated with 1 IHF:5 bp
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FIGURE 4.5. AFM images of a 302 bp segment of DNA around the xis
promoter in λ-DNA (1λ302).There is a significant difference in DNA
conformation for (a) bare DNA and (b) DNA with IHF. (c) Taking exam-
ple segments we can see different bending behaviours, where the bright
spot is IHF on DNA.
centre of the DNA strand, which are about 1 nm higher, which is roughly the height
expected due to IHF (Rg ∼ 2 nm) (bright spots at the edges are likely due to the
poly-L-lysine). As can be seen in the polymer properties in Figure 4.4(b), when IHF
binds the contour length and volume remain the same while the end-to-end distance
and radius of gyration decrease. This can be compared to 0λ361 (with no binding
sites) in Figures 4.9 and 4.4(a), where there also appears to be a difference upon
addition of the same ratio of IHF to base pairs. The radius of gyration decreases and
IHF can be seen to bind but bending is not immediately as apparent (Fig. 4.9(b)).
Following this, the bending angles needed to be determined to see if IHF binds
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in more than one state (differentiated by bending angle) as has been proposed. This
is achieved by further processing an AFM image. Starting with the skeletonised
DNA contour, the peak in height along this contour (if protein is present as shown in
Fig. 4.5(c)) will correspond to the approximate binding region of IHF onto the DNA,
allowing the angle to be determined by taking contour vectors either side. Note that
the vectors started 3 pixels (∼12 nm) away form the peak to account for the size of
the IHF in the image and if the contour did not go through the centre of the protein
due to skeletonisation. However, this is well within a persistence length (∼50 nm) so
should not significantly affect calculations of angles.
To determine the angle distribution I first started with the images of 0λ361
and 1λ302 not containing IHF. This was to validate the method and also determine
the distribution of bare DNA as this is also present in the images of 1λ302 with
IHF. Filtering methods to separate the two populations was attempted but due to
the small and comparable height of the DNA and IHF this became too selective.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7(a) show a Gaussian distribution of angles, centred around zero,
which is characteristic of adsorbed DNA [211].
For both 0λ361 and 1λ302 the addition of IHF leads an increase in larger angles
compared to that of bare DNA, consistent with that of IHF causing ‘kinks’ in the
DNA (Figs. 4.6(b) and 4.7(b) respectively). It is also expected that IHF bending
will lead to a Gaussian distribution of angles due to the central limit theorem. To
determine the number of bending angles, different numbers of Gaussians were fitted
and the goodness of fits determined (Fig 4.8). The best fit - when correcting for the
number of parameters - is provided by three Gaussians for 0λ361 and four for 1λ302,
where one of the Gaussians corresponds to that bare DNA, which has the width fixed
from the bare DNA distribution, and two or three IHF-induced bending states. Note
that with a specific binding site present this is one higher than the two bending
states suggested in the literature, suggesting the existence of an extra state that
was missed by FRET measurements.
From the fit of 1λ302 (Fig. 4.7(b), where 29% of the DNA was bound by IHF)
we can determine the properties of the three modes of bending, associated with
the DNA at 73° (representing ∼32% of measured binding), half-wrapped DNA at
108° (representing ∼27% of measured binding) and fully wrapped DNA at 147°
(representing ∼41% of measured binding). The ‘associated’ DNA is the state that
would be missed by FRET as the angle is relatively small compared to the other
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two and so may not have generated a FRET signal. This angle distribution can
be compared to the one for 0λ361 (Fig. 4.6(b), where 18% of the DNA was bound),
which has two angles that match the first two from 1λ302, at 70° for the associated
state and 116° for the half-wrapped state (Fig. 4.6). The larger bending angle is not
present. This is to be expected as 0λ361 does not contain a consensus sequence and
the canonical bending occurs for specific binding further demonstrating the difference
between non-specific and specific binding. From these data, two of the three modes
appear to be non-specific, and there has been hints of a weakly-bent non-specific
binding state [120]. The 108° (half-wrapped) state matches a previous bending angle
found for IHF with AFM [210], though this was an indirect measurement and most
previous AFM work show a single broad distribution ranging from 80-160° peaked
at around 125° [212]. Finally, the 147° bending angle may be a slight underestimate
compared to the crystal structure estimate of 160° due to underestimation of large
angles by AFM [210] but is the canonical binding ‘fully wrapped’ mode.
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(a) Angle distribution for bare 0λ361
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(b) Angle distribution for 0λ361 with IHF
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FIGURE 4.6. Distribution of DNA bending angle for 0λ361 with IHF. (a)
Bare DNA shows a Gaussian distribution as expected for the worm-like
chain, but in the presence of IHF two additional peaks are present at
higher angles, corresponding to two bending modes of IHF. As 0λ361
does not contain an IHF consensus sequence these must be due to
specific binding. See Figure 4.7 for comparison.
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(a) Angle distribution for bare 1λ302
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(b) Angle distribution for 1λ302 with IHF
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FIGURE 4.7. By finding the bright peak within the central region of the
DNA, the position of IHF can be determined (or a random region on bare
DNA). This allows the angle of bending (defined as the tangent angle)
to be determined. In (a) the blue line is a fitted Gaussian distribution
(as predicted from the worm-like chain in 2D), and this fit is also used
in (b), scaling appropriately. The remaining three Gaussians in (b)
correspond to three sub-states of IHF (where a Gaussian fit was chosen
as random noise from a pixelated image dominates). The three peaks
are fit at 73±7° (an associated state), 107±10° (a half-wrapped state)
and 147±30° (the fully wrapped state as seen in the crystal structure).
The percentages indicate the ratio of the three states and the errors
quotes are the standard deviation of the Gaussians that were fitted.
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(a) 0λ361
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FIGURE 4.8. The reduced χ2 goodness of fits for an increasing number of
Gaussians (i.e. number of binding states) show that the angle distribu-
tion of 1λ302 with IHF is optimal at four, but three for 0λ361. Most of
both distributions can be explained with a single Gaussian, represent-
ing unbound DNA, while the remaining three relate to different binding
modes of IHF on DNA leading to multiple IHF-induced bending.
(a) 1 nM bare 0λ361 (b) 1 nM 0λ361 with 1 IHF: 5 bp
FIGURE 4.9. AFM images of (a) 0λ361 and (b) 0λ361 with IHF. Despite there
not being a binding site present, IHF appears to bind non-specifically
at this concentration in a similar manner to 1λ302.
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4.5 Clustering of DNA stimulated by IHF
Lin et al. [120] showed that when the amount of IHF is comparable to the number
of base pairs condensation of DNA can be seen. However, these amounts are only
biologically relevant in the stationary phase of cell growth, and do not apply to
extracellular DNA. They propose that this condensation is due to overcrowding of
IHF, preventing the bending of DNA and instead only having one ‘arm’ of IHF bound,
and the other free to bridge to a distal part of DNA. Although the occasional ‘cluster’
could be seen for both 0λ361 and 1λ302 at 1 IHF:5 bp, when the concentration is
increased to over 100 nM IHF to 1-1.5 nM DNA (so ∼1 IHF:3 bp) large clusters of
DNA was observed in the 1λ302 construct, which increased in size as the ratio of IHF
to base pairs increased (Fig. 4.10). It is possible that these clusters, once they begin
to form, are preferable to single-site binding as the majority of the non-clustered
1λ302 appears to not be bound by IHF.
The two constructs with three binding sites behave very differently to the con-
structs with one or no binding sites (Figs 4.11 and 4.12). Even at low concentrations,
from around 1 IHF:100 bp (compared to 1 IHF:3 bp for single binding) IHF/DNA
clusters could be seen, larger than those for the other two constructs, especially in
the case of 3λ343. This could be due to the shorter length (around 3/4 of 3λ474) as
most of the sequence is the same (including the binding sites), or that it has a much
higher AT-content (70% vs 60%). Bright spots also appear where there is possibly
more IHF present though this would need to be investigated further. As with 1λ302,
there appears to be fewer DNA that are bound with single (or three) IHF.
As clustering occurs even at low concentration the amount of IHF cannot be the
sole cause of this increased clustering. The increased number of specific binding
sites could allow for IHF to bind with more than one per DNA at low concentration.
However, this alone would be more likely to just lead to multiple bends except that
the three binding sites are very close together, and likely interact. The tension in
the DNA caused by one possibly modulates the binding of the other. In other words,
it is harder to fully wrap DNA that already has IHF attached as the DNA becomes
less flexible. The multiple partially bound IHF are then able to form bridges with
multiple DNA (see Fig. 4.13). This could simulate the overcrowding seen by Lin et
al. [120] at more biologically relevant concentrations and allow IHF to bridge DNA.
This could explain the role of IHF in extracellular DNA within biofilms as it shows
how IHF can be promoted to produce bridges dependent upon DNA sequence.
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(a) 1nM 1λ302 with 1 IHF: 5bp (b) 1nM 1λ302 with 1 IHF: 3 bp
(c) 1nM 1λ302 with 1 IHF: 2 bp (d) 1nM 1λ302 with 1 IHF: 2 bp
FIGURE 4.10. Examples of clustering of 1λ302 with IHF. For 1 nM of 1λ302
with [IHF] &100 nM small clusters or bridges of DNA strands was
observed. These appear to get larger/more common as the concentration
was increased to 150 nM.
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(a) 1 nM 3λ343 with no IHF (b) 1 nM 3λ343 with ∼ 1 IHF:70 bp
(c) 1 nM 3λ343 with ∼1 IHF:17 bp (d) 1 nM 3λ343 with ∼1 IHF:7 bp
FIGURE 4.11. Examples of clustering of 3λ343 with IHF. Shown are example
images of 1 nM of 3λ343 with (a) 0 nM, (b) 5 nM, (c) 20 nM and (d)
50 nM. Even at low concentrations, clustering can be seen and these
are significantly larger than for the no or single binding-site constructs.
This is possibly due to the three sites being close enough that the IHF
cannot fully wrap the DNA and instead bridges to another DNA strand
non-specifically
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(a) 1 nM 3λ474 with no IHF (b) 1 nM 3λ474 with ∼1 IHF:95 bp
(c) 1 nM 3λ474 with ∼1 IHF:24 bp (d) 1 nM 3λ474 with ∼10 IHF:95 bp
FIGURE 4.12. Examples of clustering of 3λ474 with IHF. Shown are example
images of 1 nM of 3λ474 with (a) 0 nM, (b) 5 nM, (c) 20 nM and (d)
50 nM. Even at these concentrations clustering can be seen, though
smaller for the similar 3λ343 construct, these re still more significant
than for the DNA constructs without three binding sites suggesting
that the proximity of these three binding sites modifies the behaviour
of IHF to prefer to bridge instead of bend DNA.
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(a) single binding site (b) multiple binding sites
FIGURE 4.13. With a single binding site (a) a single strand of DNA can only
be bridged to one other DNA by a single IHF (unless the concentration
increases to allow non-specific binding). However, with multiple binding
sites (b) each DNA strand can bridge with up to three others, forming
larger clusters at lower concentrations.
4.6 Effects of IHF binding on DNA minicircles
Another avenue of investigation with NAPs is to use a DNA “minicircle” instead of
a linear strand of DNA. These are short pieces of circular DNA, and so introduce
topological constraints similar to those of circular DNA within bacteria - both the
genome and plasmids.
The use of minicircles is important as circular DNA involves supercoiling, leading
to twist and writhe in the DNA, helping to condense it. Twists in DNA introduce
strain but the introduction of kinks by IHF can help to relax this, as it makes DNA
more locally flexible. It may also be possible, with increased resolution to see bridging
of two regions in a minicircle by IHF, which could imply it plays a role in separating
the supercoiled domains of the bacterial nucleoid. Therefore, the study of circular as
well as linear DNA is vital in fully understanding the role of IHF in the cell.
Preliminary work on minicircles was carried out by performing AFM. Figure 4.14
shows minicircles that are 336 bp in size (mc336) both without IHF (Fig. 4.14(a)) and
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with (Fig. 4.14(b)). One issue here is the resolution and the compaction of the mini-
circles. This is due, in part, to the minicircles being supercoiled. Using liquid AFM
may help increase the resolution to observe this [213]. However, differences between
the two can still be seen as shown in Figures 4.14(c)-4.14(e). An ellipse was fitted
to each of the minicircles (using scikit image [214]) to determine the major and
minor axis. The compaction caused by the presence of IHF can be seen in the the
major axis decreasing and the minor axis losing a second peak corresponding to open
minicircles. The volume distribution for bare DNA has two peaks, where the larger
one is expected to be that for open DNA (due to the poor measurement of volume
by AFM). This peak disappears when IHF is added, but the original distribution
broadens due to the presence of IHF.
Bending angles were also measured, by manually defining the contour vectors
for minicircles which had identifiable bright spots, assumed to be IHF (Fig. 4.15(a)).
The kernel density estimate is shown in Figure 4.15(b). We see angles that could
correspond to the associated and half-wrapped state (although these may not neces-
sarily match due to the DNA being circular). We do not see the fully wrapped state
but this is likely due to DNA in this state being completely compacted, preventing
the angle from being measured.
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(a) 1 nM bare DNA (b) 1 nM DNA with 150 nM IHF
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FIGURE 4.14. (a) AFM images of 336 bp minicircles that contain both closed
and open conformations due to supercoiling. (b) The addition of IHF
causes a large amount of compaction and a reduction in the number of
open minicircles. This can be seen in (c) and (d), the distributions of the
major and minor axes of an ellipse fitted to the minicircle (N = 1996
for bare DNA and N = 877 with IHF). The major axis length decreases,
suggesting overall compaction. The minor axis length also decreases,
losing a peak at around 45 nm (i.e. that of the open minicircle). (e)
The zero volume distribution has two peaks without IHF, possibly due
to a second larger peak for the open minicircle. With IHF this peak
decreases (as there are fewer open minicircles) and the volume appears
to broaden due to the addition of IHF.
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(a) Example images of minicircles
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FIGURE 4.15. IHF bending angles on of minicircles (of length 336 bp)
(N = 89). (a) Examples of the minicircles (zoomed in), where the first
four show bright spots corresponding to IHF. (b) Angles were estimated
by identifying a peak in the minicircle image and then estimating the
angle. Although more work is needed there appear to be two peaks
around the angles of the associated and half-wrapped state (which may
alter due to torsional constraints). The fully wrapped state was not
seen but this is likely due to fully wrapped state being compacted. The
fits (solid lines) of the histograms are kernel density estimations with
bandwidths determined using Scott‘s method [209].
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4.7 Discussion
Unlike many NAPs, IHF has a consensus sequence that it strongly binds to, creating
one of the sharpest DNA bends seen in nature. However, I have shown that there
are a variety of bending modes that IHF exhibits, in particular the additional
‘associated state’, and how this can explain some of the differences between specific
and non-specific binding. The difference in bridging behaviour in the three-binding-
site constructs suggests a way in which IHF can stabilise extracellular DNA and
compact the genome.
4.7.1 Suggested model for IHF binding
IHF has four regions that make contact with DNA, that exist on the ‘body’ of the
protein (see Fig. D.1). There are two roughly on the top half of the IHF (on each side)
and another two on the bottom half. In addition, there are prolines at each arm that
intercalate with the DNA. From my experimental results and molecular dynamics
simulations by G. D. Watson (example images of which can be found in Appendix D),
the following model is proposed (see Figure 4.16).
IHF intercalates the DNA via the ‘arms’ before or simultaneously with bind-
ing [215]. The ‘associated’ state, where the DNA is loosely bound to the IHF is formed
by contact at one binding site near the arms, leading to an increase in bending to
approximately 73°. Alternatively two points of contact on the same side of the body of
IHF, leads to the ‘half-wrapped’ state with a bending angle of 108°. Finally, the other
side of the body can also bind via one of these two partially wrapped states, leading
to a fully wrapped DNA segment around the IHF protein causing a bend angle of
147°. Only the associated and half-wrapped state is present in the DNA construct
without a consensus sequence, suggesting that these are due to non-specific binding.
Simulations found that bridging occurs by the upper and lower contacts on
the body binding to different regions/strands of DNA, possibly due to intercalation
occurring first. The bridging behaviour could be caused by overcrowding of IHF,
where there are multiple IHF so there is not enough flexibility in the DNA to fully
wrap it around the IHF, and so instead the upper half binds while leaving the lower
half free to bind to other DNA non-specifically. While this is possible with a large
amount of IHF that can then bind non-specifically, multiple binding sites that are
close together also allow this to occur. Furthermore the number of binding sites
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FIGURE 4.16. The possible binding modes of IHF start with the intercalation
of DNA between the two ‘arms’ of IHF. Then either only one of the upper
binding regions make contact with DNA stabilising a higher angle of
bending (the associated state at ∼ 73°) that is uncommon in bare DNA
or one side of the IHF now binds causing a large deflection ( the half-
wrapped state at ∼ 108°) that is rarely seen in the bare DNA. IHF can
then further wrap either of these states forming the canonical sharp
kink around the IHF, leading to the fully wrapped state at ∼ 147°.
Finally, IHF can also bridge DNA if the lower region cannot bind to
the intercalated DNA, possibly due to tension on the DNA. This allows
the lower region to bind non-specifically to another region or strand
of DNA. The scale bar is to show the approximate size of IHF and
molecular dynamics simulations of these (by G. D. Watson) can be seen
in Appendix D.
available to the IHF appear to make large clusters preferable. This could be due to
being able to form larger networks as each IHF could attach to a different strand of
DNA, resulting in up to three other DNA strands attaching (Fig 4.13).
4.7.2 The role of IHF binding multi-modality
IHF, as with many NAPs has many binding modes as it performs a wide variety
of functions in the cell. Both bridging and bending was observed, with the bending
occuring in at least three modes.
The multiple (semi-)stable binding modes could be to allow flexibility around an
IHF-bound complex, allowing the DNA to partially unwind (so that e.g. other proteins
in a transcription complex can bind) without the IHF falling off the DNA completely.
A transition between IHF binding states has been seen under tension [120], again
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shows the role of tension along the DNA in modulating nucleoid-associated protein
(NAP) behaviour. The two non-specific binding modes would also allow for IHF to
compact DNA when at high concentration as well as allowing IHF to bridge DNA.
The clustering of DNA observed in the presence of IHF lends support to its role
in stabilising extracellular DNA in biofilms or organising the nucleoid. Although
this has been seen before (and also shown above) at high concentrations, the DNA
constructs with three binding sites also show large cluster formation at small
concentrations, from as low as five times that of the DNA. Although extracellular
DNA is usually tens of kilobases long [216], it has been seen as short at 400 bp [217].
More importantly the selection of what DNA is excreted by the cell, to include regions
which are preferentially bound by multiple IHF would provide a basis for formation
of an extracellular DNA matrix within a biofilm at realistic IHF concentrations.
Wang et al. [121] observed IHF clusters in E. coli, and these could be formed by
regions that contain many close IHF binding sites, helping to organise the nucleoid.
To better understand the role of IHF in the nucleoid, DNA minicircles are a
promising avenue of investigation. Minicircles are likely to form kinks to relieve
torsion [218] and IHF could therefore play a role in minicircles in the same manner
as the nucleoid, while still allowing for single-molecule measurements such as AFM.
The preliminary work shown in Section 4.6 suggests there may be a similar multi-
modal behaviour although the angles may shift as the DNA is no longer linear. The
data also appear to show that compaction is the primary outcome of IHF binding
but higher resolution data may allow for the DNA contour to be more accurately
determined allowing for a better determination of bending angles.
Minicircles could be studied further with TPM, but in this case tethered-fluorophore
motion may be more appropriate (see Section 3.8.3). As circular DNA coils it has a
smaller radius of gyration (so the effect of even a 20 nm bead would be larger). This
can be seen in Figure 4.14(a), where the minicircles have a radius of approximately
20 nm. However, TFM does have the advantage of being able to use multiple fluo-
rophores with multi-colour imaging. This would allow FRET to be simultaneously
carried out to determine, for example, the distance around an IHF binding site.
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BUILDING AN AXIAL OPTICAL TRAP
To better resolve the behaviour of nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) oneneeds to be able to investigate their behaviour on short strands of DNAbecause they can bind non-specifically and sometimes make small changes
on DNA that are not detectable if the DNA is too long. Therefore, in this chapter I
describe my building upon previous work in the field in designing optical tweezers
that can apply force - in a well-calibrated manner - in the axial direction. I success-
fully stretched DNA axially and worked towards building an all-optical/passive force
clamp by accurately measuring the optical potential axially, to find the region of
constant force.
5.1 Why axial tweezers?
Optical tweezers are a fantastic tool to study the interactions of DNA and polymers
but are limited by the length of the DNA tether. Efficient trapping of microspheres
require the diameter to be around the wavelength of the trapping laser, which is
usually an NIR laser (Nd:YAG, 1064 nm). This sets a lower limit on the length of
tether for lateral optical tweezers (Fig. 5.1(a)) before the bead is moved so far down
that its motion in the axial direction pulls it out of the trap. For a dumbbell trap the
interference of two traps (or an oscillation of a time-shared dumbbell trap) prevent
accurate measurement (Fig. 5.1(b)). However, moving the trap in the axial direction
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(a) (b) (c)
FIGURE 5.1. Three examples of possible trapping geometries with optical
tweezers. The dashed arrow shows the movement of the trap and the
blue arrow the movement of the trapped microsphere(s). (a) A dumbbell
trap uses two beams to hold a tether. This requires a more complicated
optical setup but holds a tether in the plane and can be used to achieve
base pair resolution more easily than other methods. It also provides
a convenient approach to image the tether itself, particularly with
fluorescence imaging. However, interference between the two beams
sets a lower limit on the tether length. (b) Many optical traps apply force
by moving the laser laterally. However, this can cause the bead to be
pulled downwards at extreme lengths, and is particularly challenging
for short tethers which are comparable to the size of the bead. (c) If
instead a single trap moves axially the tether is not held at an angle
and so the tether can in theory be arbitrarily short. However, surface
effects, a weaker trap in the z direction and more difficult detection can
complicate this measurement so it is rarely used.
ensures the motion of the bead is on the same axis as the trap movement (Fig. 5.1(c))
allowing a tether to be much shorter [219].
5.1.1 Surface effects
The axial drift in lateral tweezers is particularly important for short tethers, as the
bead must be held near the surface and the trap properties, i.e. the trap stiffness
(κ) and QPD sensitivity (β) can change dramatically due to a surface effects, where
the drag coefficient, γ, is lowered relative to that expected by Stoke’s law, γ0 = 6piηr,
where η is the viscosity and r is the bead radius. In the lateral direction the value of
γ for different bead heights (h= r+ z) is shown by Faxén’s law,
(5.1) γ∥ = γ0
1− 916
( r
h
)+ 18 ( rh )3− 45256 ( rh )4− 116 ( rh )5+ . . . ,
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FIGURE 5.2. Drag coefficient (γ) at different heights. Below ∼ 2 µm there is
a radical difference in the drag coefficient, which causes large changes
in the trap properties if the bead height changes. The theoretical data
is using Eqn. 5.2 after correcting for the height using Eqn. 5.5.
while in the axial direction it is described by Brenner’s infinite sum formula, which
can be approximated by [220],
(5.2) γ⊥ = γ0
1− 98
( r
h
)+ 12 ( rh )3− 57100 ( rh )4+ 15 ( rh )5+ 7200 ( rh )11+ 125 ( rh )12 .
Figure 5.2 shows how γ can easily approach ∼ 10γ0 within the first micron above
the surface for a bead with a radius of 0.5 µm, which would cause large difference in
the measured trap stiffness if not calibrated for correctly.
5.1.2 The need for short strands of DNA
Nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) often bind non-specifically or are only weakly
specific and so performing experiments on the length scales usually seen in optical
tweezers (typically a minimum of approximately 4 kbp/1.4 µm) will result in any
small sequence dependence not being seen (see Figure 3.8). There are complications
in shortening the tethers in non-axial geometries (Figure 5.1), whether it is inter-
ference between multiple lasers for a ‘dumbbell’ assay or the bead being pulled out
of the plane (i.e. axial drift) [219]. For many applications this is not necessary as
proteins can perform large changes on DNA structure or are site specific so longer
tethers can be used and protein behaviour still isolated. However, as NAPs can be
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both non-specific and have small effects on DNA, isolating this behaviour would
require a sensitive method that works with short tethers. By applying force along
the direction of the DNA extension, very short strands (∼500 bp) can be measured,
while still maintaining the high spatio-temporal resolution characteristic of optical
tweezers. As I previously found that the structure of H-NS/DNA and StpA/DNA
filaments were permanently changed after the application of force and repeating
these experiments on shorter strands of DNA would allow for sequence dependence
to be better investigated. In addition, H-NS with Hha causes slow (∼ 30 min) con-
densation of an H-NS filament along the DNA [44]. However, this was only studied
with TPM. A more accurate method, using an optical force clamp, would allow not
only for the force of this condensation to be determined, but also to observe if there
are any steps in the process (such as a domain forming an extended bridge) or if it is
a continuous process.
5.1.3 Optical tweezers vs alternatives
Axial optical tweezers are the least common configuration for optical trapping. Al-
though simple geometrically it is only truly advantageous for short tethers and there
are simpler alternatives (namely magnetic tweezers). However, none of these alter-
natives are capable of the high spatio-temporal resolution characteristic of optical
tweezers, which is achieved by back-focal plane (BFP) interferometry. The increased
resolution and trapping strength [9] are of great importance for short strands.
The increased stiffness allows for smaller bead deviations, while the resolution of
magnetic tweezers corresponds to around 15 bp and the minimum displacement is
5 nm. There are other methods which can apply force in an in vitro assay, such as
DNA curtains [221], but these are often optimised for long strands of DNA to allow
for (single-molecule) imaging to be carried out at the same time.
5.1.4 Previous work in the field
By increasing axial sensitivity Neumann et al [222] saw oscillations in the measured
intensity of an optical trap, which they used to accurately measure the focal shift
due to refractive index mismatch (see Sec. 5.2). This was then extended to calculate
optical trapping parameters as they change with height [220]. Mack et al. [223] then
used these calibrations to build an axial optical trap with accurate measurements
of the height of the bead above the surface, and developed an iterative method
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to use the parameters to generate force-extension curves. Additionally, Y-F Chen
et al. [224] built a passive force clamp [150] in the axial direction. This allowed
short DNA (1298 bp) to be stretched as changes in short DNA are too small for
accurate active feedback. However, their technique was limited by the use of video
cameras for measurements, vastly lowering their sample rate compared to that of
a quadrant photodiode (QPD). By accurately calibrating an axial trap with a QPD
and measuring the optical potential, this would allow for an accurate passive force
clamp to be built.
5.2 Axial optical trapping theory
An axial optical trap differs from a lateral optical trap (Chap. 2.3) in a few key ways,
which are avoided in lateral optical traps by keeping the bead at an (approximately
constant) height. The biggest complication for stretching in the axial direction is
that generating a strong trap requires a high numerical aperture (NA) objective. To
get a high NA oil-immersion objectives are usually used but this leads to a refractive
index mismatch with the aqueous solutions required for biological assays. This in
turn causes the beam profile to change depending upon the height above the surface,
in particular it focuses below the expected position in a (usually) non-linear manner
(Figure 5.3), which cannot be ignored when changing the stage height. The focal
shift changes by
(5.3)
dMF
dAF
=
√√√√∣∣∣∣∣n
2
medium−NA2
n2oil−NA2
∣∣∣∣∣,
where dMF is the focal height if the refractive indices of the aqueous medium
(nmedium) and the immersion oil (noil) are matched, and dAF is the actual focal
position. Therefore, these issues can be reduced by using an aqueous objective
(resulting in a weaker trap) or corrections are otherwise made (e.g. by a spatial light
modulator) but both lead to weaker traps for the equivalent laser power, so ideally a
way of dealing with the complications of oil-immersion objectives is preferable.
An additional complication is that the surface of the slide and the microsphere
form two walls leading to a standing wave being generated between them (Fig. 5.4).
This leads to oscillations in the laser intensity, which can be measured by the
QPD [222]. However, as these are dependent upon the properties of the laser they
can be calibrated for and in fact give a more precise measure of how the trap height
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FIGURE 5.3. As high numerical aperture (NA) objectives are a requirement
for effective optical trapping oil-immersion objectives (NA∼1.4) are
preferred. However, this leads to a mismatch due to the aqueous solution
required for biological samples. This leads to the actual focus being a
lower height (dAF ) than would be seen if the refractive indices matched
(dMF ) and this difference does not scale linearly with the stage position
(z) - especially as the trap height (h) is actually above dAF due to
radiation pressure.
scales with the position of the piezostage [223]. This then allows the scaling of trap
height with stage position to be precisely calibrated, although this does require the
loss of some lateral measurement sensitivity.
5.2.1 Empirical method for trap calibration
When a microsphere is trapped by a focused laser a weak standing wave is generated
between the bead and the coverslip due to a reflections from the bead (and coverslip).
This oscillation is small and so is normally undetectable but reducing the NA of
the condenser isolates the intensity along the centre of the bead where the signal
is strongest. The following empirical method was determined by Mack et al. [223].
When moving up the optical axis (z), the intensity (at the back-focal plane) can be fit
by a third order polynomial.
(5.4) P(z)= p0+ p1z+ p2z2+ p3z3,
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h
Δz
FIGURE 5.4. When the trapping laser passes through the bead some reflects
back to the surface, and some of this is again reflected upwards and
transmitted/reflected. This generates a standing wave between the bead
and the surface that has long been seen. However, Mack et al. [223]
used this to calibrate the trap height as the standing wave depends
on the distance between the bead and surface (h), and does not vary
linearly with stage displacement (∆z).
where z is the stage position (relative to the surface). Due to aberrations the rela-
tionship between the distance from the surface to the bottom of the bead, L (where
h= L+r), and the stage height, z, is non-linear but can be well described by a second
order polynomial,
(5.5) L= ν1z+ν2z2.
With an equation for the bead height, the oscillations of the intensity which was
numerically fitted by [223] as
(5.6) I(z)= PI(z)+AIe−λI L sin(2kL+φI).
We expect the oscillations to get weaker with height (e−λI L), where λ−1I is the decay
length. Otherwise the wave will oscillate as a normal standing wave, with respect
to the bead height (and not stage position). Mack et al. [223] showed that the
wavenumber,
(5.7) k= 2pi
λlaser/nwater
,
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TABLE 5.1. Summary of axial trapping terms.
Variable Description Units Equation
γ drag coefficient - 5.2
r bead radius µm
h height of bead above surface µm
z stage position µm
L length of tether µm 5.5
I beam intensity V 5.6
κ trap stiffness pN·µm−1 5.8
β QPD sensitivity µm·V−1 5.9
Px polynomial fitting non-oscillating curves function of z or L
Ax amplitude of oscillations function of z or L
λx inverse of decay length of oscillation µm−1
φx oscillation phase shift rad
k angular wavenumber of laser (in water) µm−1 5.7
where λlaser/nwater = 1064 nm/1.33= 800 nm is the wavelength of the laser in water.
The oscillations in the beam intensity lead to subsequent oscillations in both the
trap stiffness (κ) and the detector sensitivity (β),
κ(L)= Pκ(L)+Aκe−λκL sin(kL+φκ) and(5.8)
β(L)= Pβ(L)+Aβe−λβL sin(kL+φβ),(5.9)
where Pk(L) and Pβ(L) are second order polynomials (as now a function of L= h− r.
not z). A summary of these terms can be found in Table 5.1.
The above description is strictly only true for an free bead (denoted by the
subscript F) as a tether will act to lower the bead axially, shifting L. There are now
two ways to approach generating a force-extension curve. One can either use the
above equations to determine the force and extension in the free-bead coordinate
system or transform to the actual bead position. The latter (as derived by Mack
et al. [223]) is advantageous as it allows for real-time manipulations such as force
clamping, but is otherwise unnecessary. If we stay in the free-bead/trap-height
coordinate system then be bead displacement from the trap centre is determined by
the difference between the measured intensity (I) compared to what is expected for
a free bead (IF ) for a stage displacement z, corresponding to a free tether length LF .
(5.10) s=β(LF ) [I(z)− IF (z)] ,
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FIGURE 5.5. Changing the magnification of the laser used for the optical
tweezers allowed it to be optimised for better trapping efficiency in the
axial direction. ∼ 6× magnification of the laser was found to be optimal.
The error shown is the standard deviation and the fit is a quadratic.
and so the force at an extension L= LF − s is therefore,
(5.11) F(L)= κ(L) · s= κ(L) ·β(LF ) [I(LF )− I(L)] ,
This is essentially the conventional method of determining force but noting that
both κ and β oscillate and are not constants.
5.3 Optical design
An axial optical trap requires no alteration in optical components to conventional
optical trapping except for a piezostage that is needed for precise (nanometre)
movement in the axial direction. However, to measure the optical potential a second
trap (the “probe” beam) is needed to perturb the first (the “stationary” beam). This
requires a dual beam setup where one of the traps can be moved relative to the other
along the optical axis, while remaining co-aligned in the lateral plane. This was
done by modifying the original setup (Fig. 3.2) as shown in Figure 5.6. After BS2
the two beam paths are independently shuttered, one path (the stationary path)
has an AOD to modify the power independently from the other (probe) path. The
probe path has a translatable lens (on a custom-built mount) that allows it to be
moved over ∼ 20 mm, corresponding to the focus shifting by ∼ 4 µm in the axial
direction. The back-focal plane is imaged onto L5 (allowing the height for both traps
to be adjusted), which is then additionally imaged onto M2/M2′, two piezomirrors
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that allow for the two beams to be co-aligned at the trap focus. This leads to two
optical paths which can have independently controlled powers, different relative
focal heights, and different lateral focal positions. The lenses were selected to give
optimal trapping efficiency (as the available laser power is now split between the
two paths), and was found to be around M = 6 as can be seen in Figure 5.5. This was
checked as there are examples of both overfilling and underfilling the back-aperture
of the objective to optimise trapping strength.
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FIGURE 5.6. Optical Setup to measure the axial optical potential. A
1064 nm laser goes through an optical isolator (OI) and the power
is varied by using a half-wave plate (HWP1) and a polarising beam-
splitter (BS1) to dump unwanted power (BD). The laser then passes
through an acousto-optic deflector (AOD1) and an optical fibre to give
a single mode. A beam sampler then deflects a small percentage of
the beam onto a photodiode (PD). This signal is analysed and AOD1
modulates to keep the power out of the optical fibre constant. The beam
then passes through a second half-wave plate (HWP2) which controls
the power going to each path for two separate traps after (BS2/BS3)
L1/L2 is a telescope and L3/L4 is a 1:1 telescope, where one path (L3′
can be moved and the other can have it’s power modulated with another
AOD. L5/L6 is a final telescope which images the back-focal plane onto
L5. M2/M2′ are piezo-mirrors to allow the two beams to be accurately
co-aligned, while M3 and M4 are steering mirrors to align the trap. The
laser then enters the microscope body where a dichroic mirror (DM1)
reflects the beam into the sample and another (DM2) projects it onto a
quadrant photodiode (QPD).
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5.4 Calibrating an axial optical trap
To improve axial detection the numerical aperture of the condenser is significantly
reduced to ensure that the axial sensitivity is increased by cutting off-axis rays (at
the cost of lateral sensitivity), though the exact numerical aperture depends upon
the height of the condenser (i.e. whether it is air or oil etc.). Examples of this can be
seen in Figure 5.7. At a low NA - Fig. 5.7(c) - no oscillations can be seen so the bead
height cannot be calibrated, whereas at too high an NA generates too much noise
- Fig. 5.7(a). However, a well-optimised detection path displays the characteristic
oscillations which can be used to precisely calibrate the trap properties with bead
height - Fig. 5.7(b).
Once the detection path is optimised, a free bead is trapped and then with a
piezostage moved axially down towards the surface (the reverse is possible but can
lead to the bead getting stuck to the slide). By analysing the intensity at each height
when the axial sensitivity is sufficiently high, the oscillations generated by the
standing wave (Fig. 5.4) can be observed and empirically fit to obtain the scaling of
the trap height to the piezostage position, using the method described in Sec. 5.2.
I used 1 µm beads to optimise trapping efficiency and oscillations can clearly be
seen (Fig. 5.8). These were fitted using Equation 5.6. Additionally, the linear region,
once the bead hits the surface was also fitted - as both an additional check between
calibrations and to more accurately find the surface position (where the two fits
coincide).
The calibration confirms that the instrument is sensitive enough for axial trap-
ping, with oscillations in the intensity clearly visible. The decay was also not pro-
nounced within the trapping region we are interested in, suggesting the trap remains
sufficiently strong. Additionally, the trap stiffness (κ) and sensitivity (β) both oscil-
late and are fitted using the oscillation parameters from the intensity as shown in
Figure 5.8.
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FIGURE 5.7. Optimising axial detection. (a) When the numerical aperture
(NA) is high the lateral signal is optimised at the expense of the axial
signal. So no oscillations can be seen in the intensity, but the lateral
stiffness (κ and sensitivity β are well measured. (b) When the NA
is optimised for axial detection, oscillations can now be seen in the
intensity and sensitivity, but the lateral stiffness is slighly noisier. (c)
Reducing the NA too much makes the signal too noisy, so the oscillations
cannot be seen in I or β, and the stiffness is much noisier.
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FIGURE 5.8. Example of an axial calibration. (a) The linear region below
the surface is due to the beam moving through a fixed bead (akin to how
displacement from a centre of a trap is measured). Above the surface,
oscillations can be seen due to the standing wave between the bead and
the surface of the slide. These are fitted to a decaying sinusoidal to give
the scaling of trap height with stage height as shown. This can then be
used to correct for the stage height and find the calibrations for the trap
stiffness, κ, and sensitivity, β.
5.5 Stretching DNA axially
Now that the position of the bead with stage position is well calibrated the trap can be
used to stretch DNA. A 5 kbp region of phage-λ DNA was chosen and functionalised
with digoxigenin and biotin using the earlier overlap primers (see Table 2.1).
To stretch the DNA axially the trap must first be centred over the tether point.
This is done by repeated stretching either side of the tether point in the x and y
directions to find the centre, i.e. where the force is at a minimum. The bead is then
moved to the surface and moved upwards (Fig. 5.9, left). Initially, oscillations can
still be seen as the tether is slack. This allows the pre-calibrated curve to be overlaid
by matching the calibrated curve to the initial 1.5 oscillations. As the bead is moved
further away from the surface, the DNA tether begins to exert a measurable force
on the bead, pulling it downwards relative to the trap centre. This deviation can
be seen as the intensity dips compared to the free-bead behaviour (dashed line).
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FIGURE 5.9. Example of stretching DNA with an axial trap. A 5 kbp
(Lc = 1.69 µm) strand of DNA, the bead is relatively unaffected for the
first 1 µm. This allows (a) the oscillations to be fit to the original signal
(using the parameters from a free bead) to accurately find the surface
and measure displacement as deviations from the fit . Then, using the
calibrations for stiffness and sensitivity (b) a force-extension curve is
produced, that was fitted to a worm-like chain, giving the expected
result of `p = 42±1 nm. The turnover past 0.8Lc is thought to be due to
bead falling out the trap.
This difference in intensity is then converted to a displacement using Equation 5.9
(i.e. taking into account the stage position), and also force using Equation 5.8. As
can be seen the persistence length was measured to be 41.6±1.1 nm, which is in
the expected range of the worm-like chain (47.5 nm when corrected to l∞p using
Eqn. 1.9). This shows that the instrument is capable of stretching DNA axially, and
the optimised axial detection can be used to measure the optical potential along the
axial direction.
5.6 Accurately measuring the axial optical
potential
One of the greatest advantages of the simpler geometry afforded by axial optical
trapping is that it allows for force to be applied to (in theory) arbitrarily short
strands of DNA (or other polymers), whilst maintaining the high spatio-temporal
resolution of optical tweezers compared to similar techniques.
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Although the method described above is capable of stretching DNA axially, and a
force-clamp with active feedback could be built, there is an issue that, with shorter
DNA the changes are so small that is hard to maintain active feedback within the
timescale of a biological process, without overshooting etc. (i.e. a change of 5 nm
for a 100 nm tether is a lot more significant that for a 1500 nm tether). However,
Greenleaf et al. [150] showed that it was possible to create a passive (“all-optical”)
force-clamp by trapping in the linear region of the optical potential (Sec. 2.3). Here,
the force is approximately constant within a narrow region (∼200 nm). In the axial
direction however, the trap is a lot weaker and wider, so the force is approximately
constant within a larger range, albeit weaker, as shown by Chen et al. [224] who
built an axial passive force-clamp, though this was limited to camera tracking. As I
built an instrument that was capable of precise axial detection with a QPD I aim to
combine the two approaches to obtain the axial optical potential more accurately,
allowing for an improved all-optical axial force clamp in the future.
5.6.1 Experimental method
To measure the optical potential of a trap, the optical force it applies must be
measured. One way of doing this is to build a second trap, which will hold a bead.
The original “stationary" trap (which must be weaker) will then apply a small force
on the other “probe" trap which can then be measured (ensuring the QPD only
measured the signal of the probe trap by blocking the polarisation of the stationary
trap). This probe trap must be able to be moved axially, to be able to measure
the applied force at different heights (see Figure 5.10). The required setup I built
is described in Section 5.3. The key issue here is to co-align the two traps, and
maintain this co-alignment throughout the motion of the lens. Additionally, the
movement of the lens changes the properties of the probe trap, and the lens must be
selected to minimise this. A compromise here was made between the sensitivity of
the translation stage and not wanting too long a beam path to fit an optical table
( f = 100 mm was the final focal length).
The first step is to calibrate the probe trap. Firstly, this requires a scaling of
micrometer stage position to change in focal height (achieved by simply moving the
micrometer various amounts and moving the bead down to the surface each time,
looking for the change). This is a linear scaling. However, this was further improved
by matching the height to stage position values for the piezostage to the translation
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z h
∆h
probe trap probe and stationary trap
FIGURE 5.10. Schematic of measuring axial optical potential. At each
height the probe trap is first calibrated. Then the stationary trap is
switched on and the change in bead position, ∆h, is related to the force
applied by the stationary trap, as F = k(h) ·∆h. By moving the probe
trap across the stationary trap the force profile can be measured and
the optical potential calculated.
stage. At each position the trap stiffness and QPD sensitivity must also be measured
(using the power spectrum method). This is important not only due to surface effects
but also due to the changing beam profile due to the translation of the lens.
Once the probe trap is calibrated, the stationary trap can now have its potential
mapped. This is achieved by trapping a (1 µm) bead, then finding the surface (looking
for the characteristic linear rise in the intensity signal) and then moving 1-2 µm
above the surface. Next, a custom LabVIEW interface (App. C.1) automatically
moves the translation stage (i.e. lowering the probe trap) and the signal is measured
with the fixed trap off (i.e. the unperturbed system) and then with the fixed trap on
(i.e. measuring the force it applies on the probe) as shown in Figure 5.10. This is
repeated until the surface is reached. This results in two intensity profiles, allowing
the effect of the fixed trap to be determined, and it was determined by scanning
without any bead that the signal from the two traps do not interfere.
5.6.2 Result
The largest complication in measuring the optical potential in this way was the
limited range of travel with the translation stage drifting causing the two traps to
drift relative to one another for larger distances away from the midpoint. Addition-
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FIGURE 5.11. Measuring the axial optical potential above the trap centre.
The axial potential here is measured above the optical trap modifying
the method as described by Chen et al. [224]. A strong trap holds a
bead which is moved axially by translating a lens. Meanwhile a weaker
(fixed) trap is switched on and off allowing the deviation to be measured
at each height. The change in height can be converted to a force of the
fixed trap. Below the trap surface effects dominate the signal The linear
region of the trap can be seen around the trap centre (∼0.8 µm). Further
above the trap the turnover of the force can be seen, until the two traps
are significantly distant such that they no longer interact (∼2 µm away
from the trap centre). By integrating this force the Gaussian potential
can be recovered. The Hookean region can be seen within the first
300 nm and from 300-800 nm a linear region of potential (i.e. constant
force) can be seen.
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ally, balancing the powers of the two traps was challenging, as there was limited
power after the optical fibre (∼180 mW) to be shared between them, so there was
a compromise between having a stationary trap that was strong enough to cause
measurable deviations from the probe trap, while not using so much power that
the bead moves between the traps or that the probe trap cannot be well calibrated.
When the two traps were well co-aligned the lateral force applied was as low as 8 fN
(compared to axial force of over a piconewton).
Initially, the range of travel of the translation stage while maintaining a trap
for the probe path was not sufficient to image both above and below the trap centre.
This was, in part, due to the extended range of the axial trap, where the potential is
non-zero over several microns. This required choosing where to place the stationary
trap relative to the surface, to allow the potential to be measured. Figure 5.11 shows
the trap placed approximately 1.5 µm above the surface, with the stationary trap at
28 mW and the probe trap at 100 mW. In this case the probe trap applied a relatively
small force (on the order of 100s of femtonewtons). Although the Hookean region
can clearly be seen on both sides, the full profile can only be seen above the trap.
To move further from the surface and image both sides of the optical potential,
the translation stage was extended allowing for a greater range of motion. As can
be seen in Figure 5.12 the potential has a width of approximately 2 µm as before,
and the force and potential can clearly be seen above the trap centre. Below the
trap centre it is still difficult to measure. However, there is a small region that does
follow the same ze−z
2
behaviour, albeit far from symmetric. The optical potential is
weaker above a trap centre, so it could be this imbalance in the probe trap causing
the differences. However, it is also possible that the addition of the two scattering
forces increase the force above the trap. Chen et al [224] only measured the axial
potential below the trap centre and stretched DNA with a calibration similar to the
method above. Therefore, it is possible that the scattering force causes the stronger
and wider potential above the trap centre (cf. Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 5.12).
As the two sides are so mismatched, and the forces below the trap weaker, I
also measured this separately. By moving the trap significantly higher, to the edge
of the range of the translation stage, ∼3.5 µm above the surface, the lower half
of the optical potential could be isolated (Figure 5.13). This appeared to show a
wider potential (possibly due to a change in height), though the behaviour was
otherwise the same. It is possible that surface effects, in particular increased drag
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FIGURE 5.12. Measuring the axial optical potential. A bead is trapped and
moved down to the surface and then a micron above. The translation
stage is then moved in 0.5 mm steps downwards. At each step the trap-
ping path is closed (orange squares) and then opened (green circles).
This allows for the displacement of the bead from the probe trap to be
measured and the surface to be fitted to the blue curve. This is then
converted to a displacement-height relationship by using a calculated
β(z) and a calibrated fit of ∆x (translation stage) to ∆h (piezostage).
This displacement is then converted to a force using κ(z) and the height
corrected (by subtracting the displacement) and fitted to the derivative
of a Gaussian potential (bottom left). Finally, this is confirmed by inte-
grating to get the potential (bottom right), and the linear region can be
seen ∼0.5 µm. Note that there is increased noise near the trap centre
due to the experimental data being divided by very small numbers.
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near the surface interfered with measurements below 1 µm, which would explain
the behaviour below this height, i.e. a small error in the height above the surface.
However, a linear region can clearly be seen ∼ 1.5−2.5 µm above the surface, in a
similar manner to before.
Finally, the change in trap behaviour at different powers was investigated by
looking at the force-height profiles of a single beam scanned at different laser powers
(for the stationary trap). Doubling the power from 25 mW to 50 mW increased
the trap strength in the linear region from ∼10 pN to around ∼12.5 pN (see the
highlighted region in Figure 5.14). More importantly, the force-profile did not change
except in height (note that the large rise near the surface for the 50 mW beam is due
to hitting the surface earlier through drift as each measurement takes 30 minutes,
although the two traps will drift together). The constant force region remains in the
same region, demonstrating how the force in this region can be altered by changing
the laser power.
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FIGURE 5.13. Measuring the axial optical potential below the trap centre.
A bead is trapped and moved down to the surface and then a micron
above. The translation stage is then moved in 0.5 mm steps downwards.
At each step the trapping path is closed (orange squares) and then
opened (green circles). This allows for the the force to be measured
as described in Figure 5.12 and fitted to the derivative of a Gaussian
potential (bottom left). Finally, this is confirmed by integrating to get
the potential (bottom right), and the linear region can be seen ∼0.5 µm
away from the trap centre. Note that there is increased noise near the
trap centre due to the experimental data being divided by very small
numbers.
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FIGURE 5.14. The axial optical force measured at different laser powers.
The profiles are fundamentally the same, though the higher power
maximal force is noisier, leading to a widening in the potential this is
likely either an artefact of the measurement process, as the two beams
were much closer in power (50/110 mW vs 25/125 mW) leading to a
less tightly held beam and larger deflections. However, the highlighted
region shows a stable linear region, where the force can then be altered
how force in the linear region can be altered by changing the power as
with the Hookean region.
5.7 Discussion
Axial optical trapping is a powerful technique, but one that comes with considerable
challenges. If there is not a need for high spatio-temporal resolution then alternatives
such as magnetic tweezers may be more applicable. However, if rapid feedback and
base pair resolution is required, such as for weakly-interacting proteins such as
NAPs then an axial optical trap would be able to provide it. Axial optical traps can
also be used to perform experiments similar to those of an AFM, by moving a bead
across a surface and measuring the trap displacements [225, 226] although this is
only relevant when the lower forces of optical traps would be needed.
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5.7.1 All-optical axial force clamping
The outstanding issue with building a more accurate all-optical axial force clamp
is to utilise back-focal-plane detection whilst in the linear region of the trap. This
can be achieved by utilising a weak detection laser, of a different wavelength or
polarisation (the latter of which would require no modification to the trapping path,
just a polarisation filter on the QPD). Another alternative is to use backscattered
light to detect the bead position [227]. As long as the detection laser is small enough
that it is within the margin of error of the force clamp, or is also a different enough
wavelength that trapping is inefficient this work could be continued to realise an
instrument capable of measuring protein-DNA interactions with DNA tethers on
the order of 100s of base pairs with nanometre-resolution. While other tweezers are
capable of base pair resolution, this is only for longer tethers, and so not useful for
non-site-specific proteins.
5.7.2 Further improvements to optical trapping
The main downside of axial optical trapping is the inherently weaker trap stiffness
compared to the lateral direction. However, there are ways of counteracting this
by using non-TEM00 modes. For example using a Laguerre-Gaussian mode with a
higher l, i.e. for a cylindrical transverse mode TEM0i (a “doughnut” beam) removes
the intensity at the centre of the beam profile (Fig. 5.15), reducing the radiation
pressure, which acts to push an object out of the trap (and so also moves the trap
height closer to the beam focus). Alternatively, the intensity at the centre of the beam
could be removed by using a spatial light modulator (SLM), although they require
more input power due to losses from the small amount of light that is reflected by
the SLM. These methods would allow for stronger trapping without high levels of
laser power going into the objective which can heat up the samples being measured.
Removing the centre of the trapping laser would also potentially allow for fluo-
rescence measurements to be integrated into an axial optical trap. This is because
the near-IR lasers used for optical trapping often photobleach fluorophores [199],
which is a problem for short tethers when the beams overlap. Many current setups
separate the laser paths in time [229, 12], but this causes the bead to move out of the
trap momentarily - which becomes more significant as the tethers become shorter.
The most likely method to combine axial optical trapping with fluorescence imaging
would be total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy as it is capable of
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relative intensity
FIGURE 5.15. Intensity profiles of different laser modes. Increasing l cre-
ates increasing large holes, which acts to reduce the radiation pressure
and increase the gradient force for the equivalent total laser power,
which increases the trapping efficiency. Source: [228].
reaching penetration depths as low as 19 nm [230], and so can avoid fluorescent
signals from the bead.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The previous chapters examined several nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs)and saw the dramatic changes they can induce in DNA, dependent uponthe force on the DNA. Here I will review these findings and suggest future
directions to continue this work as a whole.
6.1 The trouble with NAPs
The multifunctional nature of nucleoid-associated proteins makes it difficult for a
single experiment to fully capture the entire behaviour of a NAP in vitro. H-NS, StpA
and IHF are all capable of causing large deformations in the DNA structure that
help to not only compact the genome but also regulate it. The increased flexibility of
H-NS and StpA DNA filaments after force is applied and the multiple bending states
and bridging behaviour of IHF show how the nucleoid is a highly dynamic system,
where these proteins act in multiple roles. The isolated behaviours of a NAP can
be used to build a model to further elucidate the function of NAPs in general. For
example, now having a better understanding of the multi-modal bending behaviour
of IHF the kinetics and behaviour under force is of interest, to compare to H-NS,
and force spectroscopy would be able to provide this.It would also be instructive to
perform AFM on H-NS/DNA complexes using the same constructs as with IHF to
compare the behaviour and whether clustering is favourable.
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Another complication of NAPs is that a single NAP (or unit such as dimer) will
often cause a small change to DNA on the length scales that are usually accessible to
many single-molecule techniques such as optical tweezers and longer length scales
leads to too much non-specific binding. Atomic force microscopy is capable of imaging
on DNA that is on the order of hundred of base pairs long but it cannot (easily)
capture the dynamics, even in high-speed AFM due to its slower scanning speed
(typically around 20 fps [231]). Although it is possible to use techniques such as
TPM and magnetic tweezers, I wished to have greater precision and so set out to
improve axial optical tweezers and build a passive force clamp in the axial direction,
allowing for a stable force clamp even for DNA that is hundreds - and not thousands
- of base pairs long.
In addition to the multiple binding behaviours of each individual NAP they also
behave differently at different stages of the cell cycle and in response to environ-
mental stress. Therefore, it is important to not only see how they act in in vitro
experiments but to also compliment them with in vivo ones, such as super-resolution
microscopy, to see if the isolated behaviours can help to explain the behaviour in the
cell, or vice versa. For example, the difference between the H-NS-like and StpA-like
mutants of StpA became more clear after the application of force, where the inter-
mediate mutant StpA M4T behaved like H-NS before the application of force, and
like StpA after. As its mutation is in the weaker of the two oligomerisation domains
it shows the importance of oligomerisation to H-NS function, and how proteins that
disrupt this (such as Hha) may play a role in altering H-NS function in vivo. In
addition, many proteins also apply force to the DNA which may help to remove H-NS
allowing transcription to take place.
The architecture of the bacterial nucleoid is comprised of many different nucleoid-
associated proteins so their interactions with one another also need to be taken
into account. I briefly did this with H-NS and StpA but there are many interactions
known in vivo that could be explored as demonstrated in Figure 1.5. For example,
HU - a homologue of IHF that prefers to form filaments - is known to antagonise
H-NS [232] and the interactions of various NAPs with different genes or promoter
regions could be investigated to see if there is a global pattern to silencing/anti-
silencing by NAPs and related proteins.
To be able to investigate single promoter regions to isolate these behaviours
short DNA sequences will need to be experimented upon due to propensity of many
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NAPs to bind non-specifically. The aim of building optical axial tweezers was to
reduce the length of the DNA being used to be comparable to the lengths measured
with AFM, and to be able to do so accurately and precisely. While other techniques,
such as magnetic tweezers, may be an option, the base pair resolution possible with
optical tweezers would allow for greater determination of the small differences in, for
example, a competition assay between H-NS and StpA which behave very similarly.
The greatest advantage would be with the realisation of an axial passive force clamp
which could allow for step-wise changes in the collapse of NAP/DNA filaments to be
observed, as both H-NS [44] and IHF [116] have been shown to collapse linear DNA
in assays similar to that of Chapter 3. This could help to determine how bridges
form, whether the step-size is peaked around a certain value or broadly distributed
and I provide some examples below.
Nucleoid-associated proteins are an incredibly important and ubiquitous family
of proteins, vital to the function of bacteria in multiple ways. Although they provide
a challenge due their complex nature, it is this that makes them an exciting avenue
of study.
6.2 Future work
Further in vitro work on nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) will be greatly im-
proved by moving towards experiments on shorter DNA sequences to take advantage
of the specificity that experiments outside of the cell can provide. Here I give two
examples of experiments that could be done.
6.2.1 Sequence dependence on short DNA tethers
The advantage of axial optical tweezers is that short DNA tethers (on the order of
hundred of base pairs) can now be investigated with accurate force spectroscopy.
This is particularly important for nucleoid-associated proteins. For example, with
H-NS (or other filament-forming NAPs such as StpA or HU) DNA that is AT-rich or
GC-rich, or more likely promoter regions, should show the differences in binding as
in Figure 1.9, where GC-rich DNA was not bound. As shown in Figure 3.8, when DNA
is on the length scale accessible to lateral optical tweezers (thousands of base pairs)
these differences cannot be observed, due to the presence of enough AT-rich regions
for H-NS to bind. To look at regions where the protein starts to oligomerise specific
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promoters, such as pagC, could also be investigated without thousands of base pairs
surrounding it. In the case of IHF, although it binds specifically, the changes it
makes to DNA are small. Consequently, for longer linear DNA tethers a single kink
will not noticeably alter the contour length and adding multiple binding sites would
only give an average reading. Again, by going down to DNA tethers on the order
of hundred of base pairs long a single binding site can be isolated and the effects a
single IHF has on DNA could be determined. Finally, experimenting on this length
scale would allow the same DNA constructs to be used for both optical tweezers
and atomic force microscopy experiments, allowing for a visual interpretation of the
force spectroscopy results, even without introducing markers needed for fluorescence
microscopy.
6.2.2 Collapse and bending of NAP/DNA filaments
The observation of a permanent change in H-NS/DNA and StpA/DNA filaments
under the application of force suggests the possibility of bridging, especially in the
case where the negative charge of the DNA is shielded (reducing self-repulsion),
where the filament collapsed over time [44]. The addition of positive charges, such
as Mg2+, should also be investigated, as it is also more likely to form bridges under
these conditions (see Fig. 1.7).
Using a force clamp - in particular a passive all-optical force clamp - will allow
for further experiments to be conducted. Shorter DNA constructs will allow for the
collapse of NAP/DNA filaments to monitored over time. In particular, an H-NS dimer
binds over ∼20 bp (∼7 nm), which is within the resolution to be able to observe
possible bridging events as step changes in the contour length. The compaction of
IHF (plateauing in a reduction of 2˜5% of bead RMS motion) appears to occur for both
DNA with and without a specific binding site [116]. In a similar manner to H-NS,
monitoring the collapse of an IHF/DNA complex under a force clamp could allow
step-wise changes to be observed.
In the case of IHF bending, holding the DNA extended at a low force and allowing
IHF to bind would allow for the bending kinetics and transitions between the
different bending modes (described in Chapter 4) to be investigated. If the DNA is
short enough that these alter the contour length appreciably the kinetics between
these modes of binding could be determined. This could be done with FRET but
the unwrapped mode has the DNA too far apart to measure accurately (as it is
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greater than 10 nm), although these two methods should ideally be combined to
corroborate the trapping signal. Additionally, the force applied to the IHF to the
DNA can be determined for the wrapped binding modes. In other words, the force
could be increased until the fully-wrapped state can no longer form. Magnetic
tweezers experiments on 445 bp DNA appeared to see only two states, with an
18 nm shift [233], which does, therefore, not include the different binding modes
but complete unbending. This is because the distance between the states is small
(as they can be measured by FRET). The magnetic tweezers were limited to 100 Hz
measurements, whereas the bending rates are closer to 500 Hz [215] and so the
higher temporal resolution with axial optical trapping could reveal the intermediate
states.
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DNA SEQUENCES
Here I give more information on the DNA sequences used in the studies withH-NS, StpA and IHF.
A.1 DNA sequences used with H-NS and StpA
H-NS was mainly investigated using a 5044bp region amplified around pagC that is
known to interact with H-NS in vivo. The DNA region has an AT content of 57.5%.
Additionally a 5000bp region around STM1033 (that has low affinity for H-NS in
vivo) was also used with an AT content of 53.36%. For StpA, pagC was used as well
as a 3970bp and 5073bp region from phage-λ with 58% AT.
A.2 DNA sequences used for AFM with IHF
The short (<500bp) DNA constructs are shown below. The bold sections are the
regions that match the IHF consensus sequence.
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A.2.1 0λ361
41.6% AT Content in 361 bp
GCATCATCAAGTGCCGGTCGTGCAGCTTCCTCGGCAACGGCGGCAGAAAATT
CTGCCAGGGCGGCAAAAACGTCCGAGACGAATGCCAGGTCATCTGAAACAGC
AGCGGAACGGAGCGCCTCTGCCGCGGCAGACGCAAAAACAGCGGCGGCGGG
GAGTGCGTCAACGGCATCCACGAAGGCGACAGAGGCTGCGGGAAGTGCGGT
ATCAGCATCGCAGAGCAAAAGTGCGGCAGAAGCGGCGGCAATACGTGCAAAA
AATTCGGCAAAACGTGCAGAAGATATAGCTTCAGCTGTCGCGCTTGAGGATG
CGGACACAACGAGAAAGGGGATAGTGCAGCTCAGCAGTGCAACCAACAGCA
A.2.2 1λ302
58.9% AT content in 302 bp
CAAGACACCGGATCTGCACATTGATAACGCCCAATCTTTTTGCTCAGACTCTA
ACTCATTGATATTATAAACTCCTTGCAATGTATGTCGTTTCAGCTAAACGGTA
TCAGCAATGTTTATGTAAAGAAACAGTAAGATAATACTCAACCCGATGTTTGA
GTACGGTCATCATCTGACACTACAGACTCTGGCATCGCTGTGAAGACGACGC
GAAATTCAGCATTTTCACAAGCGTTATCTTTTACAAAACCGATCTCACTCTCC
TTTGATGCGAATGCCAGCGTCAGACATCATATG
A.2.3 3λ343
70.3% AT Content in 343 bp
CTTTGTGCTTCTCTGGAGTGCGACAGGTTTGATGACAAAAAATTAGCGCAAG
AAGACAAAAATCACCTTGCGCTAATGCTCTGTTACAGGTCACTAATACCATCT
AAGTAGTTGATTCATAGTGACTGCATATGTTGTGTTTTACAGTATTATGTAG
TCTGTTTTTTATGCAAAATCTAATTTAATATATTGATATTTATATCATTTTAC
GTTTCTCGTTCAGCTTTTTTATACTAAGTTGGCATTATAAAAAAGCATTGCTT
ATCAATTTGTTGCAACGAACAGGTCACTATCAGTCAAAATAAAATCATTATT
TGATTTCAATTTTGTCCCACTCCCTGCC
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A.2.4 3λ474
63.3% AT content in 474 bp
GATTGCGAGGCTTTGTGCTTCTGGAGTGCGACAGGTTTGATGACAAAAAATT
AGCGCAAGAAGACAAAAATCACCTTGCGCTAATGCTCTGTTACAGGTCACTAA
TACCATCTAAGTAGTTGATTCATAGTGACTGCATATGTTGTGTTTTACAGTA
TTATGTAGTCTGTTTTTTATGCAAAATCTAATTTAATATATTGATATTTATAT
CATTTTACGTTTCTCGTTCAGCTTTTTTATACTAAGTTGGCATTATAAAAAAGC
ATTGCTTATCAATTTGTTGCAACGAACAGGTCACTATCAGTCAAAATAAAAT
CATTATTTGATTTCAATTTTGTCCCACTCCCTGCCTCTGTCATCACGATACTGT
GATGCCATGGTGTCCGACTTATGCCCGAGAAGATGTTGAGCAAACTTATCGC
TTATCTGCTTCTCATAGAGTCTTGCAGACAAACTGCGCAACTCGTGAAAGGT
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PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
The protocol to produce H-NS from E. coli is shown here and was carriedout in conjunction with Jamieson Howard, each preparing a sample. TheSDS-PAGE and activity assay shown were done by Jamieson Howard.
B.1 H-NS overexpression and purification
The pRD18 plasmid, containing H-NS [93] was transformed into BL21 (DE3) pL-
yseE competent E. coli. These were then plated onto agar plates with LB and the
antibiotics carbenicillin and chloramphenicol. Single colonies were then picked and
grown overnight in 10 ml of LB, carbenicillin and chloramphenicol at 37°C.
Each overnight culture was centrifuged to obtain a pellet, which was then resus-
pended in 1 ml LB and used to inoculate 1 l of LB, carbenicillin and chloramphenicol.
This was then grown to an OD600 of 0.8 by keeping at 37°C and shaking at 180 rpm.
At this point overexpression of H-NS was induced by the addition of IPTG, with a
final concentration of 1 mM and the cells were left to grow overnight at 37°C.
The induced cells were then harvested by centrifuging at 4°C at 4000 rpm for
20 minutes. Each obtained pellet was then resuspended in 10 ml of suspension buffer
(20 mM Tris, 8 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 3 mM benzamidine, 10% glycerol, pH 7.2)
and 100 mM NH4Cl, then flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for storage. These were
taken and another 10 ml of suspension buffer and 100 mM ammonium chloride was
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added. The cells were then lysed in 10 ml aliquots by sonicating and the lysis was
clarified (i.e. the supernatant separated) by centrifuging at 20,000 rpm at 4°C for
30 minutes. As H-NS is soluble the supernatant was collected and loaded onto a 5 ml
P-cell column pre-equilibriated with suspension buffer and 100 mM NH4Cl. The
column was then run at 1 ml/min, with a 20 column-volume wash and 20 column-
volume gradient where the concentration of ammonium chloride was increased
from 100 mM to 1000 mM. H-NS was found to elute at around 300 mM NH4Cl
(Fig. B.1(a)).
The peak fractions (8-12) from the P-cell column were then pooled and dialysed
against the suspension buffer with 130 mM NaCl. This was then loaded onto a
5 ml heparin column equilibriated with suspension buffer and 130 mM NaCl. H-
NS eluted at approximately 350 mM NaCl (Fig. B.1(b)). The peak fractions 6-12)
were then pooled, diluted 10× in suspension buffer and loaded onto a 5 ml heparin
column equilibriated with suspension buffer and 130 mM NaCl. H-NS was found
to flow through the column immediately (Fig. B.1(c)) and so the flow-through and
the first 5 ml of the wash was pooled. This was then loaded directly onto a 1 ml
HiTrap Heparin column equilibriated with suspension buffer and 130 mM NaCl.
A 5 column-volume wash followed by a 20 column-volume gradient from 130 mM
to 1000 mM NaCl was run and H-NS eluted again at ∼350 mM NaCl (Fig. B.1(c))
and fractions 4-10 were pooled. Finally, this was taken and dialysed to be stored in
suspension buffer with 130 mM NaCl and 20% glycerol, then flash-frozen in liquid
nitrogen.
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(a) Step 1: P-Cell column
10 kDa
15 kDa
25 kDa
(b) Step 2: Heparin column
10 kDa
15 kDa
25 kDa
(c) Step 3: HiTrap Q HP column
25 kDa15 kDa
(d) Step 4: HiTrap Heparin column
10 kDa
15 kDa
25 kDa
FIGURE B.1. SDS-PAGE gels of H-NS purification steps. Each purification
step through a column further purifies overexpressed H-NS (the bright
band at about 15 kDa) from a cell lysis until purified H-NS is obtained.
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FIGURE B.2. Activity assay of H-NS and H-NS A647 (where Alexa647 was
attached to H-NS via a disulphide bond (work by Jamieson Howard). As
the concentration of H-NS is increased bands higher up in the gel can be
seen corresponding to binding by H-NS. At even higher concentrations
there are bands at a larger size, suggesting higher-order structures.
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CODE EXAMPLES
Included here are parts of the code used to analyse or collect the data in thisthesis using LabVIEW or Python 3 using (in addition to other specific packages)the SciPy stack and scikit-image [214].
C.1 LabVIEW interfaces for axial optical trapping
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FIGURE C.1. LabVIEW interface for axial stretching with optical tweezers.
A similar design was used for lateral tweezers. Coarse steps are used to
quickly centre the bead over the anchor point laterally to have minimal
lateral displacement when axially stretching.
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FIGURE C.2. Part of LabVIEW block diagram for axial stretching with opti-
cal tweezers. A similar design was used for lateral tweezers. The power
spectrum is calculated as the LabVIEW program takes a measurement.
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FIGURE C.3. LabVIEW interface for measuring the axial optical potential.
"Approach Surface" would automatically find the surface by slowly mov-
ing down and looking for an increase in the intensity signal scaled by
the "SD Factor" (i.e. how many standard deviations away). "Scan" would
then move the translation stage of the lens for the probe trap, open and
close the shutter for the stationary trap and take measurements of both,
recording the corner frequencies, the diffusion constants (in V).
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FIGURE C.4. Part of LabVIEW block diagram for measuring the axial optical
potential
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C.2 Code extracts to analyse a TPM trajectory
1 import numpy as np
2
3
4 class RMS_to_pl:
5 """
6 Takes an RMS calculatd from TPM and returns a
7 persistence length based on the method from
8 Segall ’Bead Size Matters ’ paper.
9 """
10
11 def __init__(self , Lc, R=500, n_steps =4000 , lp_max_fit =200):
12 # contour length of DNA in nm
13 self.Lc = [(Lc - 1000 + (i * 100)) * 0.34 for i in range (11)]
14 self.R = R # bead radius
15 self.n_steps = n_steps # granularity of pl
16 self.lp_max_fit = lp_max_fit
17 self.pl = np.linspace (0.1, self.lp_max_fit , self.n_steps)
18 self.generate_conversion ()
19
20 def generate_conversion(self):
21 """ Run once to generate the persistence length for a range of RMSDs """
22 self.RMSD = []
23 self.NR = [self.R / np.sqrt(L * self.pl / 3) for L in self.Lc]
24 for (NR, L) in zip(self.NR, self.Lc):
25 MSD = ((L * self.pl) / 3) * (2 + (4 * NR / (np.sqrt(np.pi) * erf(NR))))
26 self.RMSD.append(np.sqrt(MSD))
27
28 def __call__(self , value):
29 """
30 Will return a persistence length based from the conversion table.
31 Returns NaN if out of range.
32 """
33 lps = []
34 for RMS in self.RMSD:
35 try:
36 lp_max = self.pl[max(np.where(RMS < value))[-1]]
37 lp_min = self.pl[min(np.where(RMS > value))[0]]
38 lps.append (( lp_max + lp_min) / 2)
39 except IndexError:
40 pass
41 return np.average(lps), np.std(lps)
42
43
44 if __name__ == "__main__":
45 convert_to_lp = RMS_to_pl ()
46
47 # obtain trajectory of x, y co-ordinated of bead motion ...
48 x = np.array([i[0] * pixel_scale for i in trajectory ])
49 y = np.array([i[1] * pixel_scale for i in trajectory ])
50
51 # find the centre drift
52 x0 = moving_window(x, centering_window * fps)
53 y0 = moving_window(y, centering_window * fps)
54
55 xsq = np.power ((x - x0), 2)
56 ysq = np.power ((y - y0), 2)
57 rsq = xsq + ysq
58 smoothed = moving_window(rsq , 40)
59
60 # Parts of trajectory when the bead are stuck can be removed interactively
61 # giving a selection index array
62 RMSD = np.sqrt(np.mean(smoothed[selection ]))
63 lp , error = convert_to_lp(RMSD)
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C.3 Calibrating an optical trap using the power
spectrum
1 import numpy as np
2 from lmfit import Minimizer , Parameters
3 from scipy.signal import periodogram , welch
4
5 kT = 1.381e-23 * 293.0
6
7
8 def anti_aliased_lorentzian(params , f, data=None , sides=1, N=20):
9 N_values = [i - N for i in range(2 * N + 1)]
10 model = 0
11 for n in N_values:
12 model += (params["Dv"] / (sides * np.pi ** 2)) / (
13 (f + n * params["fNyq"]) ** 2 + params["fc"] ** 2
14 )
15 if data:
16 return model - data
17 return model
18
19
20 def lorentzian(params , f, data=None , sides =1):
21 model = (params["Dv"] / (sides * np.pi ** 2)) / (
22 f ** 2 + params["fc"] ** 2
23 )
24 if data:
25 return model - data
26 return model
27
28
29 def get_gamma(h=1, r=0.5, axial=False):
30 # drag coefficient= 3*pi*eta*d in um
31 gamma_0 = 3.0 * np.pi * 8.9e-4 * (2 * r * 1e-6)
32 if axial:
33 height_correction = (
34 1.0
35 - (9.0 / 8.0) * (r / h)
36 + 0.5 * (r / h) ** 3
37 - 0.57 * (r / h) ** 4
38 + 0.2 * (r / h) ** 5
39 + (7.0 / 200.0) * (r / h) ** 11
40 - (1.0 / 25.0) * (r / h) ** 12
41 )
42 else:
43 height_correction = (
44 1.0
45 - (9 / 16) * (r / h)
46 + (1 / 8) * (r / h) ** 3
47 - (45 / 256) * (r / h) ** 4
48 + (1 / 16) * (r / h) ** 5
49 )
50 return gamma_0 / height_correction
51
52
53 def calculate_PSD(x, Fs, method="periodogram", window=None):
54 if method == "periodogram":
55 f, p = periodogram(
56 x, fs=Fs , return_onesided=True , scaling="density"
57 )
58 elif method == "welch":
59 # window =" boxcar" or default "hanning"
60 f, p = welch(
61 x, fs=Fs , return_onesided=True , scaling="density", axis=-1
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62 )
63 else:
64 raise ValueError("method needed to calc psd")
65
66 if window:
67 f = moving_average(f, window=window)
68 p = moving_average(p, window=window)
69 return f, p
70
71
72 def calibrate(f, p, axis , Fs , anti_aliasing=False , min_cutoff=None):
73 if min_cutoff:
74 p = p[f >= min_cutoff]
75 f = f[f >= min_cutoff]
76 fc = 1000 if axis != "z" else 100
77 A = 1e3
78 params = Parameters ()
79 params.add("Dv", value=A)
80 params.add("fc", value=fc, min=-0, max=Fs / 2)
81 minner = Minimizer(lorentzian , params , fcn_args =(f, p))
82 result = minner.minimize ()
83
84 if anti_aliasing:
85 params = Parameters ()
86 params.add("Dv", value=result.params["Dv"].value)
87 params.add(
88 "fc", value=result.params["fc"].value , min=-0, max=Fs / 2
89 )
90 params.add("fNyq", value=Fs / 2, vary=False)
91 minner = Minimizer(
92 anti_aliased_lorentzian , params , fcn_args =(f, p)
93 )
94 result = minner.minimize ()
95 return result
C.4 Code to fit the worm-like chain
The QPD correction here is based on code by Haowei Wang.
1 import numpy as np
2 from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
3 from scipy.stats import linregress
4
5
6 def odd_centre(x, x0 , a, b, c, z0):
7 return a * (x - x0) ** 1 + b * (x - x0) ** 3 + c * (x - x0) ** 5 + z0
8
9
10 def even_centre(x, x0, a, b, c, z0):
11 return a * (x - x0) ** 2 + b * (x - x0) ** 4 + c * (x - x0) ** 6 + z0
12
13
14 def WLC_var(x, lp, L):
15 """If leaving L as free parameter """
16 return (4.114 / lp) * (1 / (4 * (1 - x / L) ** 2) - 0.25 + x / L)
17
18
19 def WLC(x, lp):
20 return (4.114 / lp) * (1 / (4 * (1 - x) ** 2) - 0.25 + x)
21
22
23 def QPDCorr(x, a, c, d):
24 # fit = a*x + b + c*x[0] + d*x[-1]
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25 fit1 = a * x
26 fit2 = c * x[0]
27 fit3 = d * x[-1]
28 fit4 = np.append(fit3 , fit2)
29 fit4 = [fit2 , 0, fit3]
30 fit = fit1 + fit4
31 return fit
32
33
34 def fit_wormlike_chain(
35 position ,
36 signal ,
37 sensitivity ,
38 k,
39 other_signal ,
40 other_sensitivity ,
41 other_k ,
42 z_offset ,
43 z_sensitivity ,
44 k_z ,
45 ):
46 relax_right = position [0] > position [1]
47
48 # centering
49 position = position - np.median(position)
50
51 # fit z signal to even polynomial to find centre
52 for i in range (5):
53 popt , pcov = curve_fit(
54 even_centre ,
55 position ,
56 z_offset ,
57 p0=[0, 1, 1, 1, np.mean(z_offset)],
58 )
59 position = position - popt [0]
60 z_offset = z_offset - popt[-1]
61 # force = force + force[(min(abs(position)))]
62 z_offset = z_offset * z_sensitivity
63
64 # fit off -axis signal to even polynomial to find centre
65 for i in range (2):
66 popt , pcov = curve_fit(odd_centre , position , signal)
67 position = position - popt [0]
68 signal = signal - popt[-1]
69
70 other_signal = other_signal - np.median(
71 other_signal[np.where(abs(position) < 0.5)]
72 )
73
74 z_threshold = 50 # in nm
75 x_thresholded = position[z_offset < z_threshold]
76 y_thresholded = signal[z_offset < z_threshold]
77 centre_point = (
78 min(position[z_offset < z_threshold ])
79 + max(position[z_offset < z_threshold ])
80 ) / 2
81
82 x_QPD = [
83 x_thresholded [0],
84 min(abs(x_thresholded)),
85 x_thresholded [-1],
86 ]
87 y_QPD = [
88 y_thresholded [0],
89 y_thresholded[abs(x_thresholded) == min(abs(x_thresholded))][0],
90 y_thresholded [-1],
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91 ]
92 slope , intercept , r_value , p_value , std_err = linregress(
93 x_QPD , y_QPD
94 )
95 slope1 , intercept1 , r_value , p_value , std_err = linregress(
96 x_QPD [0:2], y_QPD [0:2]
97 )
98 slope2 , intercept2 , r_value , p_value , std_err = linregress(
99 x_QPD [1:3], y_QPD [1:3]
100 )
101
102 left_correction = slope1 - slope
103 right_correction = slope2 - slope
104 signal[position < 0] = (
105 signal[position < 0] - (left_correction) * position[position < 0]
106 )
107 signal[position > 0] = (
108 signal[position > 0]
109 - (right_correction) * position[position > 0]
110 )
111
112 displacement = signal * sensitivity
113
114 force = np.sqrt(
115 (k * displacement) ** 2
116 + (k_z * z_offset) ** 2
117 + (other_k * other_signal * other_sensitivity) ** 2
118 )
119
120 # split into stretch and relax curves
121 masks = [( position < 0), (position > 0)]
122 code = (
123 ["Stretch: ", "Relax: "]
124 if relax_right
125 else ["Relax: ", "Stretch: "]
126 )
127
128 for i in range (2):
129 mask = masks[i]
130 distance = np.sqrt(
131 (position[mask] - displacement[mask]) ** 2
132 + (z_offset[mask] + r + h) ** 2
133 + (other_signal * other_scale) ** 2
134 )
135 L_fit = np.abs(distance - r) / Lc
136 F_fit = abs(force[mask])
137
138 fit_mask = (L_fit < max_fit_range) & (L_fit > min_fit_range)
139 popt , pcov = curve_fit(
140 WLC , L_fit[fit_mask], F_fit[fit_mask], p0 =[50.0]
141 )
142 lp = popt [0]
C.5 Code snippets for axial calibrations and
optical potential
The measured intensity is fit to the axial_oscillationsfunction to extract L1 and
L2, which correct the stage position z, to height, h. The other parameters can then
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be fit with the same function, modifying what parameters are allowed and varied to
get the correct functional forms.
1 import numpy as np
2 import lmfit
3
4 # oscillation parameter based on wavelength
5 K_SIN = 4 * 1.33 * np.pi / 1.064 # in um
6
7
8 def find_surface(z, I, guess =0):
9 """ Guess surface to be able to fit a linear line
10 and oscillations so can find intersection """
11 perr = 100000
12 z0 , m, c = 0, 0, 0
13 for i in np.linspace(guess - 1.0, guess + 1.0, num =5000):
14 if np.size(z[np.where(z <= i)]) > 5:
15 x = z[np.where(z <= i)]
16 y = I[np.where(z <= i)]
17 popt , pcov = curve_fit(linear_fit , x, y)
18 if np.sum(np.sqrt(np.diag(pcov))) < perr:
19 perr = np.sum(np.sqrt(np.diag(pcov)))
20 m = popt [0]
21 c = popt [1]
22 z0 = i
23 return z0, m, c
24
25
26 def axial_oscillations(params , x, data=None):
27 """ Use lmfit as can turn params on and off to be able to use
28 this for all the different oscillation functions """
29 p = params
30 L = p["L1"] * x + p["L2"] * x ** 2
31 Pbg = p["p0"] + p["p1"] * x + p["p2"] * x ** 2 + p["p3"] * x ** 3
32 model = Pbg + p["b"] * np.exp(-p["wl"] * L) * np.sin(
33 p["alpha"] * K_SIN * L + p["phi"]
34 )
35 if data is not None:
36 return model - data
37 return model
For the potential experiments, after calibrating the corrected heights, h and
force at each height is known by taking the difference of the two intensities and
multiplying by the trap stiffness at that height. The trap centre is then determined
as the minimum force within the linear region, allowing for the force to be fitted.
1 import numpy as np
2 from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
3
4
5 def dGauss(x, a, b):
6 return -1.0 * a * x * np.exp(-b * x ** 2)
7
8
9 def Gaussian(x, a, b):
10 return a * np.exp(-b * (x) ** 2)
11
12
13 x_fit = h[h >= trap_centre]
14 f_fit = force[h >= trap_centre] # move into fN
15
16 x_min = x_fit [0]
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17 x_fit = x_fit - x_fit [0]
18
19 popt , pcov = curve_fit(dGauss , x_fit , f_fit , maxfev =100000)
20
21 # Convert the fit to the right values for the Gaussian
22 a = popt [0] / (-2.0 * popt [1])
23 b = popt [1]
24 xV = np.linspace (-2.0, 2.0, num =50)
25 V = -1.0 * Gaussian(xV, a, b)
C.6 Code to analyse AFM images
Included here is an object to take an SPM image and extract DNA skeletons from it.
1 import numpy as np
2 import numpy.ma as ma
3 from scipy import ndimage as ndi
4 from skimage import filters , graph , img_as_bool , morphology
5 from image_processing.afm_loader import afmLoader
6 from image_processing.array_helpers import (
7 get_coord_pairs ,
8 pad_to_square ,
9 skeleton_endpoints ,
10 trim_zeros ,
11 )
12
13
14 class dnaFinder(afmLoader):
15 def __init__(
16 self ,
17 filename ,
18 channel="Height Sensor",
19 filetype="bruker",
20 contour_length =302,
21 ):
22 super().__init__(filename , channel=channel , filetype=filetype)
23 self.scale = self._px2real(1, 1)[0] * 1e3 # x, y in um --> nm
24 self.contour_length = contour_length * 0.34 # bp --> nm
25
26 def get_mask(self , sigma=2, plot=False):
27 try:
28 filtered = filters.gaussian(self.image , sigma=sigma)
29 except ValueError as e:
30 # if np.unique(self.image) == None:
31 if None in self.image:
32 raise EmptyImageError # faster only checking here
33 else:
34 raise e
35
36 threshold = filters.threshold_local(filtered , 11, param =3)
37 mask = filtered >= threshold
38 return mask , threshold
39
40 def get_segments(self , crop=False , spacing =5):
41 labelled , n_segments = ndi.label(self.mask)
42 segments = [
43 img_as_bool(labelled == i) for i in range(1, n_segments - 1)
44 ]
45
46 if crop:
47 cropped = []
48 for segment in segments:
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49 x_range , y_range = segment.shape
50 xs , ys = np.where(segment != 0)
51 min_x = min(xs) - spacing if min(xs) > spacing else 0
52 max_x = (
53 max(xs) + spacing
54 if max(xs) + spacing < x_range
55 else x_range
56 )
57 min_y = min(ys) - spacing if min(ys) > spacing else 0
58 max_y = (
59 max(ys) + spacing
60 if max(ys) + spacing < y_range
61 else y_range
62 )
63 cropped.append(segment[min_x:max_x , min_y:max_y ])
64 return cropped
65 return segments
66
67 def skeletonize(self , use_masks=True):
68 if use_masks:
69 skeletons = [
70 morphology.skeletonize(morphology.binary_erosion(mask))
71 for mask in self.segmented_masks
72 ]
73 # skeletons = [morphology.thin(morphology.erosion(mask)) for mask in
self.segmented_masks]
74 # skeletons = [morphology.medial_axis(morphology.erosion(mask)) for
mask in self.segmented_masks]
75 # skeletons = [morphology.skeletonize_3d(morphology.binary_erosion(mask
)) for mask in self.segmented_masks]
76 else:
77 skeletons = [
78 morphology.skeletonize(segment > 0)
79 for segment in self.segments
80 ]
81 return skeletons
82
83 def process_segments(self , trim=True , remove_small=True):
84 # masks are inverse so == False
85 seg_images = [
86 ma.array(self.image , mask=np.logical_not(segment), copy=True)
87 for segment in self.segments
88 ]
89 seg_masks = [
90 ma.array(
91 self.mask ,
92 mask=np.logical_not(segment),
93 fill_value =1,
94 copy=True ,
95 )
96 for segment in self.segments
97 ]
98
99 if trim:
100 seg_images = [
101 pad_to_square(trim_zeros(ma.filled(x, 0)))
102 for x in seg_images
103 ]
104 seg_masks = [img > 0 for img in seg_images]
105 if remove_small:
106 new_seg_images = []
107 new_seg_masks = []
108
109 for image , mask in zip(seg_images , seg_masks):
110 if image.size > 50:
111 new_seg_images.append(image)
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112 new_seg_masks.append(mask)
113
114 seg_images = new_seg_images
115 seg_masks = new_seg_masks
116
117 return seg_images , seg_masks
118
119 def get_contour_length(self , trace):
120 contour_length = 0
121 x0 , y0 = trace [0]
122 for x, y in trace [1:]:
123 rsq = (x - x0) ** 2 + (y - y0) ** 2
124 contour_length += np.sqrt(rsq)
125 x0 , y0 = x, y
126 contour_length = self.scale * contour_length
127 return contour_length
128
129 def get_euclidean_distance(self , endpoints):
130 e2e = np.sqrt(
131 (endpoints [0][0] + endpoints [1][0]) ** 2
132 + (endpoints [0][1] + endpoints [1][1]) ** 2
133 )
134 return e2e * self.scale
135
136 def skeleton_stats(self , skeletons=None , verbose =0):
137 distances = []
138 euclidean = []
139 coords = []
140 ids = []
141 weights = []
142 skeletons = skeletons if skeletons else self.skeletons
143
144 for i, skeleton in enumerate(skeletons):
145 if np.any(np.asarray(skeleton.shape) > 50):
146 continue
147
148 intarr = ~skeleton.astype(int) + 2
149 endpoints = np.array(
150 skeleton_endpoints(np.array(skeleton).astype(int))
151 ).T
152 if (len(endpoints) == 1) or not len(endpoints):
153 continue
154 coord_pairs = get_coord_pairs(endpoints)
155
156 max_length = -1 # avoid 0 lengths before filtering
157 best_indices = None
158 idx = None
159 for j, epp in enumerate(coord_pairs):
160 try:
161 indices , weight = graph.route_through_array(
162 intarr ,
163 (epp [0][1] , epp [0][0]) ,
164 (epp [1][1] , epp [1][0]) ,
165 geometric=False ,
166 )
167 except ValueError:
168 continue
169 indices = np.array(indices).T
170 path = np.zeros_like(intarr)
171 path[indices [0], indices [1]] = 1
172 if np.sum(path) > max_length:
173 max_length = np.sum(path)
174 idx = j
175 best_indices = indices.T
176 best_endpoints = epp
177 best_weight = weight
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178
179 if max_length > np.ceil(
180 0.75 * self.contour_length / self.scale
181 ) and max_length < np.ceil(
182 1.25 * self.contour_length / self.scale
183 ):
184 distances.append(self.get_contour_length(best_indices))
185 euclidean.append(
186 self.get_euclidean_distance(best_endpoints)
187 )
188 coords.append(best_indices)
189 ids.append(i)
190 weights.append(best_weight)
191
192 total_branches = len(distances)
193 filtered_distances = []
194 filtered_euclidean = []
195 filtered_coords = []
196 filtered_ids = []
197 for idn , bd, ed, cd , wt in zip(
198 ids , distances , euclidean , coords , weights
199 ):
200 if (
201 (
202 bd > min_Lc_scale * self.contour_length
203 and bd < max_Lc_scale * self.contour_length
204 )
205 and (ed < 1.6 * self.contour_length)
206 and (wt < 13.0)
207 ):
208 filtered_ids.append(idn)
209 filtered_distances.append(bd)
210 filtered_euclidean.append(ed)
211 filtered_coords.append(cd)
212
213 if verbose >= 1:
214 print(
215 len(filtered_distances),
216 "out of",
217 total_branches ,
218 "branches remaining",
219 )
220 return (
221 filtered_ids ,
222 filtered_distances ,
223 filtered_euclidean ,
224 filtered_coords ,
225 )
226
227 def get_line_profiles(self):
228 zs = []
229
230 for idx , coords in zip(self.filtered_ids , self.skel_coords):
231 add = True
232 x0 , y0 = coords [0]
233 z = [(0, self.segmented_images[idx][int(x0), int(y0)])]
234 r = 0
235 for x, y in coords [1:]:
236 r += ((x - x0) ** 2 + (y - y0) ** 2) ** 0.5 * self.scale
237 h = self.segmented_images[idx][int(x), int(y)]
238 z.append ((r, h))
239 x0 , y0 = x, y
240 zs.append(z)
241 return zs
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SIMULATIONS OF IHF WITH DNA
Here I include examples of IHF simulations carried out by George D. Wat-son, to illustrate the different binding modes proposed based upon myexperimental results in Chapter 4.
D.1 Regions of IHF binding
FIGURE D.1. Colour-codes regions of IHF that can bind to DNA (the canoni-
cal state is shown). Provided by George D. Watson.
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D.2 Simulations of DNA/IHF binding modes
FIGURE D.2. A simulation of IHF/DNA in the associated state. Provided by
George D. Watson.
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FIGURE D.3. A simulation of IHF/DNA in the half-wrapped state. Provided
by George D. Watson.
FIGURE D.4. A simulation of IHF/DNA in the fully wrapped state. Provided
by George D. Watson.
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FIGURE D.5. A simulation example of IHF bridging two pieces of DNA.
Provided by George D. Watson.
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D.3. FREE ENERGY LANDSCAPE
D.3 Free Energy Landscape
A free-energy landscape was determined that shows the difference between the left
and right arms. Not shown is that the free energy of bridging is an even deeper well,
supporting the AFM images where clusters seem preferable.
FIGURE D.6. Free energy landscape of IHF binding to 1λ302 from molecular
dynamics simulations by George D. Watson. The left side has a steep
well, whilst the right side is a shallow well with two local minima,
corresponding to the partially and fully wrapped states.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AFM atomic force microscopy.
AM-AFM amplitude modulation AFM.
APTES (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane.
BFP back-focal plane.
DMSO dimethyl sulphoxide.
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid.
DNAp DNA polymerase.
DTT dithiothreitol.
E. coli Escherichia coli.
EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid.
FJC freely-jointed chain.
FLIM fluorescence lifetime imaging.
FRAP fluorescence recovery after photobleaching.
FRET fluorescence resonance energy transfer.
H-NS DNA-binding protein H-NS.
HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid.
HGT horizontal gene transfer.
Hha hemolysin expression-modulating protein.
HU DNA-binding protein HU.
IHF integration host factor.
IPTG Isopropyl beta-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside.
IR infrared.
LB lysogeny broth.
NA numerical aperture.
NAP nucleoid-associated protein.
OD optical density.
OT optical tweezers.
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PBS phosphate-buffered saline.
PCR polymerase chain reaction.
QPD quadrant photodiode.
RMS root mean square.
RMSD root mean square deviation (of bead motion).
RNA ribonucleic acid.
RNAP RNA polymerase.
S. typhimurium Salmonella typhimurium.
SDS-PAGE sodium dodecyl sulfateâA˘S¸polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
SLM spatial light modulator.
smFRET single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer.
SPM scanning probe microscopy.
StpA DNA-binding protein StpA.
TFM tethered-fluorophore motion.
TIRF total internal reflection fluorescence.
TPM tethered-particle motion.
WLC worm-like chain.
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